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PREFACE

The purpose of this symposium was to bring into clearer focus

.
the state of nontraditional education in Tennessee and to give

'dirextion to its further development by promoting dialogue within

the academic community. Through this symposium, we attempted,to

bring into the spotlight many programs from throughout the state

which departed from. the traditional classroom mode of instruction.

Some programs were conducted on campus for resident students but

offered. study with work experience and make practical applications

of what was learned. Some were credit programs, while others were

non-credit, focusing primarily-on community activities of cultural

and public service interests. By bringing this wide spectrum Of

programs to a single podium, it was hoped that we could illustrate

the diverse nature and expanding role of higher education and to

bring attention to the fact that diversifi on need-not mean the

dissolution of academic stability but the ement of academic

opportunity.

At the, Same time that we highlighted.diversity, we also hope to

emphasize the necessity oficongruence. Some, in academic may view

nontraditional programs as -1Umsy intruders in an established order

and as.unwanted competitors for scarce resources; but, both types of

programs are needed to serve Changing societal needs. AlthOugh diverse

in nature, these programs converga.in purpose: Through a symbiotiC

relationship. each wil; strengtheiLthe other as well as play an important

individual role in the continuing development ok higher education.',

One Ihing'we learned was that.fhe term "nontraditional" labors

under the burden of carrying too many different connotations. To.the

person faced with the problem designing new educational programs t6

viach new.-audiences in new ways, it is seen as "administrative" in

meaning; while to the person responsible for instruction, the meaning

4:
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tends to relate, more to the "teaching-learning" process. A major

chall ge that we still faCe is clarity'of definition.- Clearing away

the emantic jungle of educational jargon, is a primary requisite to

c mmunicating in clear, functional terms. Only when we break the

"language barrier" that qurrounds the arena of nontraditional education

will we be able to communicate effectively within the academic community

and with,the state and federal government, accrediting agencies, and

potential consumers of these programs.

Although it cannot adequately be presented in these proceedings,

a significant part of the symposium was- presented in the booths and

exhibits displayed during the meeting. Almost every public institution

of higher education in the state prepared a booth and distributed

information on nontraditional programs which they were conducting.

Those who prepared these exhibits are to be congratulated for the

_excellent work that was done. The staff of-the Learning Resources

,--Center are also to be commended for a job well done in hosting this

meeting and providing for the needs of the'participants.

This symposium was the first statewide meeting focusing on

nontraditional educatiori;- but, according to responses received, it

should not be the last. The presentations made represent only A small

part of the response which institutions of higher education are making

to change educational.demands throughout the state. Inherent in our

continuing response must be adequate safeguards to academic processes,

;wise use of scarce resources, equitable distribution of educational

opportunities, and adherence to the broad social concerns, of public

policy. The challenge of higher education in the future will be to

extend into new markets while serving well those already established,

to'betome list rigid in structure without` lessening academie strigency,

to reshape options without losing slight of objectives.

r 11la,
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SCHEDULE

NINTFIADITIONAL LEARNING
CONFEREkE

.

Wednedaii, 06 lobar 29; 1975

t00 a.m -1.00 p m.
Reg station lobby of Learning Resource Center
Visit booths and displays

1.60 p.m. -200 pin.
Opening General Session Audaprium, LRC
Presiding Dr Coy HoNrs
Inhoduction Dr Larry McGeriee
Comments Or Edward Boling '
Comments Or Roy Nicks

ZOO p m.-3.00 p m. SESSION t Audi1onurn LRC
Mboerator Or John Mallette

ADULT AND CONTINUING EDUCATION RESOURCE CEN.
TER Or William Brotherton/ Tne purpose is educational
tyokerage ,as unique feature is flexibility Offering pre-ad- '
mission and re-entry programs Information on educational
opportunities and career serves in cooperatkon we VW
business community

CAREERS IN THE-CUMBERLAND 0; 0 C Stewart /Non-
credit programs conducted by several academic units of the
university to inform local young people eivo3, educational and
business leaders of career otsporunitesil the Cumberland
3:00 p m.-3 30 p.m. COFFEE BREAK,

3.30 pm.-4 30 p.m. SESSiON"2 Auditorium, LRC '
Mooeratbr Dr Jack Campbell

HOmANITiES AND THE RURAL t.OMMUNITY. Or Charles
Ogane / A cooperative effort of unuerisy humanists and com-
munity groups to open Imes of communication within
communises reduce animosities and maintain the dis-
tinctive features of the local cutti..:e

STUDENT MANAGEMENT CONSULTING. Dr Martin Kong
and Dr Gayle Riggs / Offered excluswey at night, this
program Is tailored to the needs and competencies of working
adult% Pans% credit is earned in practice' problem-town°
activities in the local community,:

4:30 p.m.-5:30 p.m. VISIT BOOTHS AND DISPLAYS

6:30 p.m' -t30 p.m.
BANOUET - Tennessee Room S:.dent Union Building
Presiding Dr Jerry McGee
Welcome Dv Mervin Scarlen
Speaker Dr G Wayne Brown

"Non-uadSonal Education !is& Learning or Ns
Learning

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 30, 1975
too roan:POO am. Late Reg shatoon Lobby LRC

Coffee and Doughnut%
,Visit booms and displays

ZOO a.m.-1000 a.m. SESSION 3 Auditorium LRC
Moderator, Or Harry Wagner

CHALLENGE FOR CREDITS Dr Wailer Neoms / Stvderfts
may demonstrate an a variety or ways that tney nave mastered
the content of specific courses A successful chafienge gains
for the course

tkiDIVIDUALI4EOEDUCATION 'PROGRAM Dr Jean Groet
zinger / In keeping with criteria established by an appointed
faculty evaluation committee, students over twenty-one years
of 'age may receive college credit for non-classroom learning
experiences

10:00 a.m.-11330 sin. COFFEE BREAK

10:30 aLnt.-11:30 a.m. SESSION 4, Auditonum. LRC
Moderator Dr T Earle Bowen

OPERATING ENGINEERING, APPRENTICESHIP/ ASSOCI
ATE DEGREE PROGRAM. Mr Carroll Mersa's/ Ths program .
meets tne apprenticeship training requirements of both they
T V A and an infernaloonst union fM course 'work rowels
requirements for an associate degree on operating angleet
rig

UNIVERa.SIT Y YEAR FOR ACTION Dr LevrAmes/ Alva year
of experimental learning by working with social and civic
agencial Tnestudent meets no regutally schedukld classes
but gams academic credit by doing/independent study. re
search, and redOrte

11:30 VTL-1210 p.m. SESSIOS, Auditorium. LRC
Moderator Dr Jess Parrish

AUDIO-TUTORIAL MATH. Dr Irene Molisaga/A sallpace0
class meeting six flour! per week in a teeming looralory. The
program uhltres lectures on casset*%co- Crdmeled with pro-
granwned texts

COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS INDIVIDUALIZED PROGRAM,
Dr Harry Jacobsen / Designee :o correlate student career rn-

terest with academic disc mimes :nos program provides an op-
portunity to structure a concentration of coursework not
available in existing mators

1230 p.m.-200 p.m. LUNCHEON. 7 V Stud*. LRC
Pres.:: rig Or Jack Carlton
Introdt.cson Dr Charlet Weaver
Speaei Dr Herman Spivey

Critique
Nonsodium'', Programs"
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PRESIDING:

PROCEEDINGS

Dr. Coy Hollis, Director of Conlikuing
'University of Tennessee at Maria?'

NTRODUCTIiN: Dr. Larry McGehee, Chancellor
University of Tennessee at'Martin

IMP

COMMENTS,

Education'H

Dr. Edward Boling, Chancellor
University Of Tennessee

The reason Larry tried to tell you a few stories as. Aewas

introducing us is that he found we had aniitiour'and that my 'talk was

about three minutes and Roy's was four. As,a matter of- fact'we were

told by Charlie Weaver when we came that Roy and I were not to act .,"-
..

like we know anything aboutihis, just show suppott. At UT Knoxville,

4-----.-- they used to tell stories too before last Saturday. Never about.
, /'

orth Texas State, but one of the stories they always told had to do

with'Auburn players. You know we finally beat Au b rn this year so

we don't tell many stories anymore, but the na re of theotory was

something like this: It seems t.

that he got into the Olympics

at an Aubur athlete was so good

d sure enough, he won a gold medal.

He brohght it back to Auburn everybody thought it was great and

he just thought so much of it that he took it out.and had it bronzed!

This same player, later on, you may have heard this and if you have

1 ,

it indicates that it has to be a true story, the play'ei, his parents

moved-from SouthAlabama to Wald.. He stayed there the rest of his
,

ten years, that's what it took for gradhation, and when he got in tge

car to'drivetMiami,.he got on.the interstate and looked up and the ,

first
4 *

,sign said CLEAN RESTROOMS AHEAD. He cleaned 423 before Ire got

to Miami. Actually, though, when we talked to Coy about this, about .

12
1
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having very short speeches, he seemed to be pleased, so I sort of

feel that this conference is goingto be what you make it. I hope

it's very good andrthat reminds me of another story, you may have

heard this one also. It has, to do with three professional men who

e---Tappeh to be in the main offices of this big-corpol'ation. The cor-

porate president was reaching retiremeD1 time and he decidedthat he

would-not use a searchipmmittee to get his replacement, but instead

he would use a kind of plan that he had figured out. It' went some-
,.

thing like this: He was going to devise one queXion, a very simple

question, and he was going to call them in and see what their answer

to it was. He was going to select the man who would take over on

the basis of the ansWer that he received. He had screened the people

down to three. The first man he called in was an accountant, and he

said, "Now I want to ask-you this very simple qbestion; what is two

and .two ?" The accountant squared his shoulder and- leaned back,and

he said, ''-There is no question, absdlutel); no question. Two and two

are four." "Well," the president.said, "that's very decisive. Thank you."
,-

The next man that he 'led up was a statistician and he asked him,

1111
0

"What is two and two. The.statistician looked around, hesitated a vt

minute and said, "Well; ou haiien't told me whether that two is a

discrete numbed' or a rounded-number. As a matttr of fact, you just

haven%z given me a' good data base at all. But 1 would say it's around

four." "Well that's very thoughtful, thank you." Arid so the heat

man was a lawyer. Th

The lawyer looked alb

resident asked him,, "What is two and two? "

and slipped up to his ear and said, "What do

,.you Want itztolbe, boss?" I think day is going to pretty much let

you run this conference the way you want it, i4 he's given yOu the

r. 13
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freedom: he's given Roy and-mt. _

.....
The this of nontraditio4pf Lear :quiz

-. ,--
.:..

)- .,; %

.

. . .

certainly came as no.surpise to me, hecaUsethissis something thatls --,

le7

been goilig on in this state:along time, but-the fact thatit's'thil

first statewide meeting ever planned in Tennessee is indeed-prprising.
4

he past decade or two and, particularly in recent years public

'All. eges and universities of-our s,fite have taken tangiblg and,whato
I believe,to be significant steps to'meet the educafiond demands of i

population groups who c;a1not pursua higher ,education in traditional

modes designed for college age youth -out of high school. In
'

6 1
I

other words, the development of nontraditional conceps,to serve.
. .

these other popul,,tion groups hasTong peen 'a.recotinized,commitmAt:

_ ,ofoUr public institutions. But, perhaps we'in the higher education
..,

, \ ,

profesiohave not given sufficient attention td this, responsibility.

As yOultnowthe focus on nontraditional learningbecathe morevpro.:,

not:need after the tide of college enrollment' increases began to A-
.

'side afterYthe latter part of the 1960s More- attention coulethen.
* ,

he given to, other constituentt,besides,the flow of college age youths.

At that timelt also became a widely accepted truism that the future.

not only of her education, but,alSo of-the entire population.
,

.
,

, '. \' di -

weed Witiliy.-affecied\by the response of colleges and.universitiei'.

to,e4pdafiimal netAs that eOUld not be:filled it the traditional
) .

k \t

manber..,

,
' .

6 .

At the University of Tennessee, there'ave been a,number of
, 'N , ,.

developments, Which brighfiy, ref*ct the instittltiOniinteiest in and
,

, . ..
,,

IL . , o

'attention to nonfraditional-SearnIng. Just one is the growth of the
,

University of TenhOsee's At
4

Campus under. the leadership 'of=

/ I ei
.
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A

,

s
111,,-

.4

ChanCellOr Roy Nicks, which in itse.lf is a nontraditional type of

'4" i4st4uti6n offering evening degree credit courses catering to We.

/

heeds Of employed adults. And also offering daytiMe-mouitredit

courses in-institutes to serve special occupational and.profwional

group's. Another prominent development is the recognition of Continuing

£ducatiOn through, which many nontraditional programs flow as a full

partner in the administration ana operation of the University. Now

this was done by giving its chief administrator Da: this case, Chairman

Charlie Weaver, Vice Presidential status and by establishing a

University wide Continuing Education organization which encdmp)asses

everyone of theinstitutions five campuses. However, while. nsti-

tutioual commitments and tables of organization are important we must

recognize that our success-in developing the nontraditional is basically

'dependent upon the attitudes and efforts of our academic personnel.

Faculty members must be willing to move readily from traditional

campus classroom research. laboratory settings into all kinds of off-

campus arrangementivhere they can, deliVer their expertise to those

who need it. Some academicians may not look upon these new concepts

as innovative opportunities,for greater service to greater numbers

of people but there may come a day in the near future when these

become part of the job descriptionof faculty members. In any event,

we in higher education should be exploring and promoting this,matter

'_and making OUT own plan's instead of dragging our feet and letting

others make plans for us: 'ThiS puts a particular burden, I believer

upon our academic leadership and the deans, the department heads, and

the senior professors. they must meet the challenges with baldness

and-resolution while,'at the.same,time, preserving the institutions 4

-
4
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academic ikality and illi@egrity. That may be asking a lot but -it's'
A

a part of what I believe we' must 'do.- This. can and will be done wi th the

talent inherent in the faculty serving yin higher education in this

country and ih thii state. The University of Tennessee isdelighted

to join the Tennessee Higher Etluc-ation Commission and -the State

;

University and COmmunity College Sy Stem in sponsoring this symposium.'

We hope that it IN only the first of many that will be held on the

subject of nontraditional learning in the.zstate of Tennessee.

Thank you.

;
4

5
4
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COMMENTS

Dr. Roy Nicks, Chancellor
State Board of Regents

We will be getting, as' I understand it, some explanation about

the facility here by Dr. Gunselman, but I guess I really should

"welcoot6 you, We are pleased to be co-sponsoring this symposium with-

the University of Tennessee and the Tennessee Higher Education Com-

mission. Having had the opportunity,to work on several campuses in

the last 'few years, in particular, at Memphis State and UT Nashville,

I have been exposed to a loX of what is called nontraditional education

and feel that it a good part of the future for us in higher eduew-

tion, certainly not the total future. , guess one of the things

that pleases me about the symposium and the people that are here

today is that I have seen a good many academic deans, a good many

deans'of arts & sciencesor liberal-arts. (Thatyleases me because

some of these people, and rightly sohtive been hard to convince that

perhaps this is a movement of the future'in higher .eduCation. I

Clink,;some of these people may need!their perspective Changed somewhat. ,

It is possible to change people5=perspectivaabout their point of

view. There is aistory dour a very prominent businessman that had

a mistress,. And he always took this mistress out to lunCh: Iknd one

day he was haihng Lunch at a very'exclusive restaurant and his wife

came in and saw him at the table with his mistress. The Wifi-didnrt

say anything 't.o.hiM and he didn't say anything ,to her. That evening

he arrived at home and she met him at the front door and she said,

"I guess you know that I am going to leave Ipu immediately. After

20 years of what I thought was a good.marriage, two Line children, a

6
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lot of fine material things, I am leaving you, and that's final."

And he said, "You know I really wish you would think about this, and

let's talk about it, just let's not make it this final." So she

said, "Well I might think about it." The next day she called. him at

the office and said, "You know I have been thinking about this and

I guess we reallyshouldn't end it like this but you are going to

- have to take me to lunch." And he said, "Well come on down to the

office and we'll go to lunchi today.". And so she went down and they

went out to lunch and while they were having.lunchNshe looked across

the restaurant and saw their next door neighbor, John. -And'John was

with some good looking woman, and she said, "What's John doing over

there?" He said, "Well, you're knowledgeable about these kinds of .

things. That's John's mistress." She looked again and she began to

laugh, and 'she laughed, and she laughed: He ssaidi "What in the tidrid

_ .

are you laughing about?", She said-0, "You know, ours is better looking

than theirs." So perspective can change, points of view can change

about a situation.

One notion that I would like to briefly offer is a preface to

this meeting which think is important. That we hear the presentation,
, .

thax we go back to our campuses hopefully, to implement some things

that we may learn in _the area of evaluation of faculty and_the rewards'

of faculty that- go with nontraditional education. Nontraditiona

.

learning and all that it-encompasses is an exciting venture fot,

r-- higher education, It'is an arena for instructional initiative,and
. _

imagination. It is'an avenue for the Oelivory of expertise.* It is -,./

.. 0
a variible form of penetrating the external environMent.' It. is

clearly a form of implementing institutional purpose ultimately. It

7.
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is a means of service. we can=become enthuSiastic.about such

activities; and encourage the development of nontraditionaleducation,

we then need to foster support in ways that support faculty interest

and maintain a high level of incentive. One aspect of this kind of

support, I feel, addresses itself to both these ends and/necessarily

recognizes faculty activity in this area as the element of faculty

evaluation and reward in nontraditional programs. What I'would pro-

Aposvould be tiro incorporation of nontraditional activities a

component of pitticipating faculty's performance functions. .Such a

factor in,evaluatidn cOnstitutes a form of support which distinguishes.

this vital service being provided, which' promotes efforts in this

relatively new direction and which attaches a firm element of credi-

bility to nontraditional activities. I feel that this is a manner

-of recognition that provides the means for.deserved faculty credit.

The question= of the relative weight =of this factor in total. evalua-

tion is one which of course will have to be 'addressed on individual

diviSionl _department, college and institutioal levels. Bilt=as a

0- service funFtion the framework, which inclnsilp has.,alread; been,

.established in many cases, in practice most_ faculty evaluation criteria

are grouped in the functional areas of teachipg; research, and service.

In conventional instances, major-emphasis is clearly on-teaching and

this is as it should be as a traditional classroom: -Teaching is the

prime educational activity of our colleges. However, so that the

nontraditional activities or faculty who are willing to deliver them
a

receive their due re cognition and compeniafion, the service function

must be recognized. Participation in these departures from the

traditional, merits the application,, of criteria for evaluation.
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.As we continue with.the program of this symposium, I would hopo

that our evaluations -Of what we see and hear are twofold: that we

judge the services.Provided.in an educational program sense, and that

we recdgnize the faculty instructional efforts involved.- As,the

ideas and concepts of the nontraditional programs are carried to the

institutional setting and are worked on and developed, I would hope

that thought would ba given toward the conclusion of such activities

in a faculty eValuatiaj criteria in the reward system. The two areas

must compliment one another. They must develop together. In dealing

with nontraditional activities, what we are looking at are means of.

service. What we are seeing are contributions to the achievement of

institutional purpose. It is only proper that these contributions

be recognized and credited from a total' evaluation perspective. You

have my best wishes', for a successful symposidm.

Thank you.

20.
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ADULT AND CONTINUING EDUCATION RESOURCE CENTER

Dr. William Brotherton
Memphis State University

You-can take a look 'at your program and get a very good description

of,what the ACEAC is, and what we are going to present to you this ,

afternoon. But we might do it just a little bit differently. At least

, -

we want to throw-- -open the opportunity to ask some questions about it.

So with tongue in cheek we deal here with a ve y s ious'and basic'

assuffiption which I pose as a question.to you. QUES ON: "As profes-

sional educators do we seriously belieye that th product with which

we deal, which is an educational opportunity, can really make a dif-

ference and that Such opportunity should be made available to the

broadest possible public which can benefit from it." If there is-any

heart to' the philosophy of. gont4nuing education, I think that,

would be what I would choose. Now you have got to be creative to a

period of high drama here today. Our script for this presentation

was written by an internationally -known playwright. Weemiect it to

be nominated for an academy award at any time, and the security of

the manuscript has been 'assured by the accounting firm of Price Water-

house. It was removed from their 'vault this morningwhich was pro-.
.

.

bably our first mist0e. The theme of this event is nontraditional

programs, and in the language of the statistician referred to by Dr.

doling a few moments ago,' this could mean deviation front the norm.

. ,

So in keeping with the theme we,now show you our "skewed up" version

of a nontraditional program.' The enigmatic title of ourresentation

. .

is only one of many possible titles. This-theatrical_gem could have

been, "Would Either' of-Brigham toung Wives Have Enrolled in an

___
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Evening Class if Harvard Had Established an Extension Center in

Salt Lake City Last Century?" or another title, "In Case of Emergency,

Please Break the Glass of the Admissions Office?" In 1939, Chester

. \

Bernard and his famous book, The Functions of an Executive,-gives one

of the best known definitions.of an organization, "an organizatiOn

is a group of people who can communicate with each other and are-

willing to'work.together for a common goal." Now your institution

is an-organization, -In 1953 Bit on-Clark.,-thRstrin-ItlIst, coined
e."'J

the phrase, "margilial,ity of adult education." Simply, this
1

means

that alaUlts in continuing education are on the periphery of an adult's

lifestyle. Marginality may not 'be as true in 1975, as it was in 1953,

but we must remember that continuing educationis.still Rot thi

number one priority in the working adults,life. ,In 1963, Blow and

Scbtf, in one of their books, :made this stafement,,"An organization

can develop:characteristics that are independent of its members." At

face value,that statement is ridiculous. How can the sum be cratier-
,

than the parts? Well, how can a, group-of people develop characteristics

that none of them possess as individuals? But I ask you.to think

.

'about your College or your.university. Is it'organized atound the

.

full time day student? Ask any one
,

of your employees and He'll agree

that adults are important. But let an adult try to sign for one night

class and he gets folded, spindled, and mptilated in a system that

is designed:primarily for the full time student. Your organization

has developOd characteristics that are independent of all its members.

Now then; if we put these characteristics together, take these three

statements: :j) organization, 2) marginality, 3) characteristics, and

.you have the conceptual framework of an adult in a continuing education

22
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. 'research 'center. The canons of acceptable concept consiXtiCtion,.may

not allow:conflicting statements in a framework, but pleasegrant me 7.

some poetic license. There you have it, within the traditional

squares'of organizational charts a new form for the adult continuing

°education resource center has been born . Now if we had our chalk

board we-could play lots of little word gapes with the abbreviatiOn'

for our little function called the ACERC. Now remember.that, ACERC.

r

ACRC which could be a large chargefrom the soda w4ter, or-AtE-RC which

could be a card game and a soft drink or RA-CARC which Sounds like a.

breath mint. Excuse me a minute, I believe I have a phone call.

"Continuing Education, Bill Brotherton, YeS, this is the place. Yoh

will have to come in and talk to one of' our advisors. We can.set up

an appointment -for you at night. These advisors can do an informil

evaluation of your previous college work and make some. suggestions

about what you might do in the future." Okay, now that call demon-

strated three things about ACERC: 1) is one single source of

infoimation for the part-time adult tuden , ) It is a telephone

call center; 3) it provides edu tional guidance for the part-time

student. Now let's see if we can get the zest of our visuals together'

here. "After that business of the place, part of this is a plug for

the Association for Continuing Higher Education. You might also try

that one on for an acronym. This next week ACHE will hold its national.

meeting in Salt Lake City. 'This is the place that Young led his '

dedicated followers across the country into a place where there

were no roads, through mountain passei, hostile indians, and barren

deserts.- Finally, he Came to a spot in the Mountains,he looked 'down
- ,

into the great Salt Valley and said; "This is the place."

/
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An adult continuing education resource center can he "the

yourcampus. The place for the part-time adult student. ,

for, information about all parts of thepublic service and

place" on

The place

continuing

edycitibn programs. The place for receiving ideas from faculty mem-

bers.for'new programs
4

Now...suppose a faculty member is.at a party and OmeoneAnentions

a course in restaurant management. If ychircatpus is like mine, the
,

.
. .

. ,
tacu/tymember may refer hitto-ffie management-department, to home

economics, to food . service; ind.no teIliiiewhere else. Buit'lf.the

information about the AdERCipatoperly circulated, itsCan.be-the

place for many,.tany programs ideas. TheSe programs are to help_

people get back into college; or, to start if they never have-been.,
_ .

The remainder. of.the.functions of the center, I think would beof'

inteibttto,you, as a result of efforts and cooperation Rf our alumni-
.

placement office, which has
,

provide'for part-time adOlt

a staff of career counselors, we can now
.

students who are-interested' mid-

-%career:changes We can provide counseling.for.this particular type
".. :

of person on new careers. We have also iijohr fine. city, twit Sister -

.institutions, tax assisted, institutionsShelby: State and State Tech.

nical Instituter,. We hare-a fine adult eddeation,program in Ant

Memphis City School.System,.along with our private.institutions '

. .

Southwestern and Lemoyne Owen. Now it is. our intention. that the

ACERC will keep an adequate' supply of literature. of programkevailafile

to the idUlesiudent dnywheron the city of MeMOhis. We have another

thing that we call missionary visits, that is being eipeiimented.wit4

around the country now., I think there are three.prifately funded

experimental programs going oh, Tiro, in the east, and: one

-24
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northwest, which is simply,called educational-brokerage. That is the

idea 'of .aninstAtution taking" some of the services that normally have

been,restricted to the campus, out to the people. Suppose,we have a

call from a person Ad Wants to get more information abouiow he or,

she, could become re-engaged in an educational actihty. ft is impos-
0. . .

.
, .

sible or. very inconvenient.for thi4 person to actually come to the
,

. 4
.'. .... : ... , "

campus to get this informatiOn:. The ACERC.will now.9rOvide, what we
.

. .

A
. .

.

call, missionary visits;
,

and sendS them fd'al*church, a-community center;
.

. .

where _people could gather, together fdt thii.,i4ormatipix -and.
. .

..s.
. . .

, ..
.. ..

. provide for them. the kind' of. information. it*, they need Sand possibly.

.

just a litt1e bit Of encouragement. :That isnot really as difficult 4 ,

.
0

.as it might seem. Now some of these functions and AdRc are presently

-working and the rest of them are in the planning stages, We see ,no
. .

obstaclevin our way. Let's talk t minute-about those people who are used

,

to staff ACERg. At Memphis State we haVetwo full`-timeMople,,Ted.

'Webber plus ge.crerri We also, borrow staff from other segments

.. ,

-of.the university at peak periods; Some of this borrowing is done

..Nithin the 'area of%publicserVice:and continuing e.dUcation staff, and
. N.

itcosts us nothing. Someiof the borrowing is.done from Wlthopt public

srvice anitcontinuing functionsanTwe 4o, on occasion,

,

SM

.

pay overlpad for:this partiallarly for evening:Ii*siniry visit type
, ,, .

Of activities. The telepbOne call center quite obviouily.goes.wild

after our publicity appears..

.

0n_ the past AUgust 18, our marketing campaign publicity Mt the

streets and'ai±Ways and in the two weeks that followed, our call tep.ter
t

received 1625 calls. The majority of these calls were purely for .

informational purposes and approximately 1/3.sof them resulted in

A
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requests for application forms and other university literature.

During this brief.explanation of the ACERC you have probably been

saying, "What's so new about that operatidn?" We.have all of these

services at my institution, and I am sure that you do too, but have

`they been so col;ttructed that the frightened and sometimes confused

adult who wishes to achieve a very shoit range goal of admission

re-admitsiod can'get into the university with less pain and frustra

tion than the process that he frequently encounters now.

is the introduction of new. resources or the dramatic rearrangement

ion

of present resources. The minor rearrangement of present resources,

with some cooperation can'result in an adult continuing education

resource center, at'your institution. And after your adult part-time

student has wandered in the treacherous mountains of admissions,

fOught,off the hostile indians of, registration, beeh buried

sandstorm of forms and lost for two days trying to find his advisor,

you can gently take him by the )and, point him tothe ACERC and say,

"This is the place."

. I
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Dr. 0: C. Stewart

- Tennessee. Technological Un versity:

CAREERS IN ME. -CU ERLAND

We are certainly happy 'to be:aTong those selected to make an

oral presentation pertaining to nontraditional education-in the'state

of Tennessee and especially in nontraditional programs sponsored by

Tennessee Tech dealingdeith Careers im:'the Cumberland. The presen--

Cations this afternooh will be made by people who are repreSentatives
, -

of various departments orTennessee Tech. The topics inclUde:

_teacher educationprowsOr trainees, crafts. for the crafty,
1"

.d art fof the amateur artist. We are-especially happy to be a

part ofghis.statewide meeting desighed to acquaint us with'inqovative

options.already available. In the nontraditional programs, which,

are the ones we'will describe, we have been able to pinpoint some

studentswhothave been reached to a greater degree than ever before.
- -- . -

.

. , .

The psychologist, Jerothe Brtner, once said, "Lifelong learning may

be the one activity that sets people apart as a species." Dr. Bruner

further stated, "The god acher will iTplatestudents to train

themselves in skillswith me activities beyond their academic,

15Mal preparations."

- I would like to present my co-workers and colleague's on stage

-at this:tim: Dr. .R. Q. Fletcher, Associate Professor, Department -

of Secondary Education, will discuss outdoor education and the plan

of approach 4o training the trainer in several weekends at.Tech,
.

on Center Hill Lake. lass, ris,KOczwara, AssistaAt Prifessor

will discuss careers" for artIists and tmaching of creative

painting to non-college students. Incihded in this group

27 4
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are 400bers'of.the Senior Citizens ,Club. in:Cookeville.- 'Miss toczwara'
I . .

is a nguished member of the Elementary Education,Department'
.

faculty and,also a professional artist of reknown, fast-gaining.. .;

national recognition with the Marine Corps., hot'as a marine, but as

an artist. Public school educator, Randall Standerfer, will discuss

careers for the paraprofessional. The COP program was designed \'as a

partnership of school, university, And.community, with the objective

of attracting capable persons to a career in teaching by,folloWing-a
. .

carefully structured sequential) program leading to academic prelpara2

tion for a career in *aching Mr. Standerfer is a, part -time instructor

at Tennessee-Teaand is a field coordinator for ,credit courses. in

Sequatchie Valley, The Jastperson is Mr. John-Maxwell ofthe Upper

Cumberland Craft Center in Cookeville located on the Hilheith Road in

Cookeville. Mr. Maxwell is a distinguished member of the TTU 'faculty,

'he teaches non-credit courses and nontraditional classes at:Tennessee

Tech. Mr. Maxwell is a manufacturer of the nationally famous dulcimer.

I'm happy to present these four people to you in the order introdvcid:

0.
Dr. Fletcher, Miss-Koczwara, Mt. Standerfei and last, Mr. Maxwell.

Dr. R. Q. Fletcher /
Associate Professor, Tennessee Tech

I am pleased to come.here today and talk to you about something'

which I have been involved with almost one year and been thinkingt
about two or three years. I thoroughly mm enjoying my work which is

associated with'our Aqua-Tech faciUty, located on Center Hill Lake.

fr lot of people think I go out there for other reasons than to work.

28
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We have, as a result of the corp of engineers-agreement, some SSO

acres located on Center Hill Reservoir which was,givento Tennegsee

Tech for their use as long as-we:Come up With'what is-called "innova-

tive alternatives-" to --our regular academic program. This facilItS%'-
.-

has been develciped to a great extent primarily as a consortium of

biology depdrtments throughout the state:and regiOn.and they have

hid, Ibeiieve, now, some ('five successful programs at' Aqua-
.

Tech. The,faciiites, though used on apart -time and ContinubUs I

'basis:during the year are essentiall,y-laying there without a great

-deal of utiliiation during the acaaemic year. 'It'is our hope that''
. .

the develbplent Ofan environmental, outdoor educatiotoento

will SerVe_tb region-allowing tleaientary and secondary students to

come in-for, 'paybe._ a whale week and possibly a weekend, so that they:.
. .

.

might get arCexPeriencelwhickwould;not be'comoon to their normal.:

classrookstmdles. , -- ..
.,

.. e
,

, .

4 ' _

.
Our :initial planning forthe Aqua -Tech project began; as:i._,

, .
1

indicated*,'about a year ago when we,grauped together a nutter of '

,

-0 , ,

people out of the various departients in the College
r
of Arts G Sciences,

,

,

$1*-
.

particularly theSkorogy Department, the yarth Science parthents;
._- --..

.
.

and from.the Department of Secondary Education. We met with a group

of teachers, some 15 or 20, out of the region and at thit time decided

that we would all band together tb develop a center., So staring,.

with the wintevuarter last year,_we developed the curriculum guide '-

which Is on display and available to you. This paitieUlar curriculum

guide we hope will be jUst a beginning of outlining 4 Curriculum for
.

that particular facility. We have already had as of this date, 10 .

or 15 groups Who have come.out and actually used the facility.; 'It is

29 b
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being used both on an _evening andweikend basis as well ac' being used
. ,

on a daytime basis. It-seems that the most popular usaieit this.

time has been for school -groups to come ifilmi'loads, go ouf and do
.

work, and then leave in the afternoon in time to go home without
. . . ..

,
. ...

,....

having to spend the evening.' The 'additional thug which we have done

this year that seems to be wording Very ;fel has been to include some

-.4

of our pre-student teacher candidates in what we-call a paraprofes- .

. 4'
.

. .

_ . .

sionml experiehFe-by bringing them out to Aqua-Tech and having them

. .

-.., .., . .

meet :the teaChers''from the region who use the facility. We give--
. 1

. ..
,. 4.. ;

... "'esaCh*O.the-can4datts some kind-oflaninseririceIrogillia, then ..,_..'

. _
..

:when the.tgach6rs bring their studeniS eut;,we bring our. pie-itudent.i.-._.,
. .

.:....

, . i

t
I .

0
.''teaching candidaies ote andothey assist in small grOUp-svAibps

. .:- . _-. '4
. .4

4 0 .

.
.

..4 a
. -

.4 Thejacilities,-i think, are- quite inteesti44 end ode thing ..
.. .

.

: A

we.have out there.is a deer stand. This bothered-one-fourth grader.

Who asked the qUestion, "How do the degr get up on it b ". So I am -,

learning a tremendous amount about the way fourth graderS and sixth

graders think. Twelve month utilization o f the Aqua-Tech facility

will hopefully begin in full swing irr the fall of:1976..whenvie
-

ate 7.

anticipating that we-can open it up and sch&lule it on a regular

baiis so students can come out with their teachers for either a full

.

week or weekend session. Possibly, the full week operation will be .

more for the upper elementary grades and the weekend sessions for

the junior and senior high school grades. We are hoping after we

once get it rolling that it will be somewhat of a pay as you go type

operation that will pay for itself. Right at this point in' time we
. .

need to. get started with it and our biggest problem-during the first

initial year or twO' ii trying to get it offhe ground.



_ -

We 've 'learned a lot from some of our fellow workers in this, area

in the state. The Tremont facility and the Land Between the Lakes

people haVe taught us a tremendous amount. One of the things that

. we did in'our workshop sessions was to gc; visit them. We have utilized

many of the fine ideas which were passed on to us. We hope in the

future that we can do, one additional thing and that is to.build a.

facilities which willbe pertinent to this type of operation which

can house some 60 or 80 people including a cafeteria. We would also

like to build an information center and possibly put this qn Highway'
. .

56 whe of the people who come into the Center Hill :community

can come band visit the center. We Would like for our museum and

library to serve our center-,7andt'tbe gineralTubiic.'_-Mrecwill_Of'Caurse

be--needing-additiona1 i*ds for' "this type of information.serviae.:_',

have an 'area - tight` an -top *bflohe,;pf. tAti.,,fiiighp:1,t, peaks .where, th,ey-

-bulldoied it,off,and-we_fed,1 this would be an ideal place to-set up
0* , ...

,
. -. -

an-nbservatory_to add, to:our 06*-111Y-ptIperaokiii114-alia to blend in

astronomical ObseryWon into our program, -Another-thing which we
. . .

..., ._,: .- 4 ,

C_ might be ant*StedTikhayi*g would,be-aplanitatiup.; which by the
_.,._ ,

. __ .

,-..-_,

way, we do. not have any-of. ttieS.0,exi-stknv -41,7e/tetreA4ere4nre some
...

ineNashyirle'and-possibly there:is:Oh being 1341-e'lliSv-A.4 AtoOi=but-,-:

I, don't knOW;howmany cif them exist in.:.the whole 180 mile stretch

`between thosaitwo cities. This, I think, would certainly be an addi-
_

tional faCtor. We hope to have full -time employees aelp us with

this and plan to use some gradpate assistants to'develop a full ,

program in environmental education as part'of the operation. We hdpi

that -this pa'iticular opportunity interests thousands of students ;

toward careen opportunities related to the mit:of-doors and also that

0-
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direct confrontation in the many issues relating to our environment

and the survivalbof man will become possible through this type of .

operation. Thank you.

aft

Miss'Chris Koczwara
Assistant Professor, Tennessee Tech

Good afternoon. I'd like to say a little bit about art in the

Cumberland. Most people have untapped artistic abilities which, if

given-an opportunity to develop, give them a more fulfilled life.

One way to achieve their interest is'to show through demonstrations

and other means, the posSibilities available to them in order to
.

pursue -their interest through a selected media. The:fact is that

these media-neeff to .be shown to them' so that we as-educators can

4

instill thio urge to try. And once they have tried, they may find-
.

the abilities of which they_were previously unaware. The professional

must have the facilities to demonstrate what can be achieved. To

V

ignite the .artistic spark that lies within-each pers n is mote than

a reward in itself. I would like at this time to ihpw yOu two examples

which I brought,from my 51a5ses at tennestee Tech of students who are

. taking the Introduction to Painting claSses.
A
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Mr. Randall Standerfer
Instructor,-Tennessee Tech

The career opportUnity program, I suspect that I'll deal with

this in a manner of raising questions and answering them. What is

the career Opportunity program? It is the national priority activity

funded under the EPDA ok'1967. -It was to be directed entirely to the

educational needs of persons who are'from low income families. Its

objective is to attract capable persons to careers in education in

a way that will improve educational and emplbyment opportunities

and establish career education in schools so that productive careers

can be followed by participants in this program. The BOP program

must be seen as a partnership of the school, the'college, the Univer-

sity, the community and the State Department of Educatidn. Within
s

this fra etk each party must be invo n each segment of the

4 program /from begihning to it(final'evaluation. The aim of the program'

is to nvolve 130 projects ranging in size from 20 to 240 participants.'

In th s wed(ould use aides or paraprofessionals in the training program

to enable the children to learn more effectively. It is the respon-
,

sibility of COP to serve as a catalyst and a vehicle to bring into

the schools persons who are considered high risks for colleges. Just

who are high risk people? They are persons who by reason of academic'

record, family background, and social history, have never found the

"- rk

opportunity for constructive growth:or self-realization. The question

/ "

may arise, must they be members ofithe community? Really, no, not

for this
A

Program. However, we feel, that by coming directly from the

community and, thereby closing the high.achbol gap residents of the

areal'ichools should be better able to help the children.



Is there a COP council? Yes, there is. It serves as the Board

.

of, the Directors elected from the broad spectrum of the community.

Its function is to advise the director and to corroborate on every

phase of the project development, implementation, land evaluation.

What were our objectives? We enabled 26 paraprofessionals to

advance with college training, to upgrade themselves professionally:

and to enable teacher aides to work more effectively with people and

to develop a Classroom environment thrpugh team teaching.

What were the objectives of the university? First, it was to
ID

aid in the development of differentiated staffing within our system.

SeCond, it was also to alter th e-traditiona equence of college

courses for these future teachers. An example of this was teaching

audio visual aids, ffieltleVel course-, to these paraprofessionals

their very first 'quarter. The reason was that. these aides would be

using these audi.2,4wrgtrIte.ids,as they went into the classroom that .

fall. Third, participants would receive credit for their on-the-job

experiences in lieu of some of their courses. Fourth, special orien-

tation counseling, and. tutorial services would be_provided to high

risk COP participants. I feel very strongly that is an important

factor in eliminating our drop-outs from the program. Fifth, the

superiising teachers andftincipais did undergo inservice training

with teacher aides and do meet with the participants regularly during..

the academic yeariTO disCuss prOfeisional growth.. Other activitfes:
.

This may be the m* important, I'm not sure during the summers of

1974-1975 the chairman of each of the departments Ofoeducation at

Tennessee Technological.Uhiveriity along with the superintendents o

five counties, administrative staff, principals, teachers, past COP

34
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participants, and graduates from the pr8gram met for three,days to

discuss ways of improving the teacher training program-at the ldcal

. .

and university level. We believe that we car-make.available a resume

of each ofthese conferences if you' will request them. The example

might be that in one project we have touched 39. people. Sixteen of

them have already completed the Bachelors degree, five more will

-complete their degree this summer. A chart of comparative quality

point averages of these high risk people hs compared to.the regular

college student is available at the desk up front.

To what do 1--etrribete-the success of this project? First, the

willingness of the university to make concessions and adjustMents.

Se'cond, I would chat the enthOsiastic attitude of the'Division of

,Extended Services to provide classes within our local.system. Instead.

_of transporting these people to campus the instructor came tp us.

In two countings the percentage of permit_teaOlei ave been reduced

during this project by over 20%. At the same ti4de in one system tW%

number of BA or BS certified teachers have grown TAm_10 to31 out

of apossible 60 intt,tuctors. I believe much of this growth can he

attributed to the classes and services offered at the local level.

May I close with a hprtfelt plea? From this conference and from this

,'project I believe this to_be so and may we here this day be resolved

to work in harmony at:the focal level with the institutions of higher

''learning and may the colIeles.andiuniversities resolve to take the

leadership at the local level into theit-ccinfidente-and.work together

to proviae'better teachers who in t(irn will provide more relevent

L experiences for our children,
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Mr. John Maxwell-,"
Upper Cumberland Craft Center
T1ee Tech Faculty Member

I am possibly a bit diff # from anyone else on the progr

today. ram not involved full time in education. I'm in the field,

I own myown business and I work part-time with the University in

doing what I can to impart some of the knowledge that I have gained

'over the years to those that are interested. It has been mentioned,

I own and operate what I call a Mountain Woodcraft Shop. At present,

I:hay.e in my employ tenfull time people and we're involved in pro-
,

--

ducing some 200 different items in handmade wood products, commonly

called Mountain Woodcraft. Oneof them is the Mountain Dulcime

have been involved at the present location in a woodshop for over 1

years. I began because I wanted to. I don't have-06th education

. ' N..-..," *
myself, but I had to support my family and that's what I really

4P ,

.

'w wan to do, iio 'i 'opened a ihOp: Jole sthxZed'i liery'siOw grOwth'lk
, --- ,

,.
,

procedure that has continued.. Each year we have been in business

has better than the previous year. Growth as been very slow

a

S been consistent. In the very beginning of our shop we

id anything that would bring in a dollar. We refinished wooden fur-
,

nfture, made custom-made kitchen cabinets, door fixtures, and what-

have -you for the fee. Ai our reputatiOn began to grow, and-
-1,

6

we had- slack times; we began to produce what we call mountain

woodcrafts and some solid wood furniture. Ouereputationlcontinued

to grow as a craftsman and eventually we had to stopdoing any custom

work whatsoever`. We are now producing some 400 dulcimers each tear

along A* several other wooden items. We have customers wholesale

_and 'retail-throughout the nation, but the peopli\that work with me I

25 ,
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. 'think are whom you would be interested in knowing more about and the

way. that we select, these people and the way that they trained to

do the work we do. Of the ten people including myself; no one has

been to schoOl tormally further than high school. Half,of them or

less:have been no further through school than the 8th grade. Ikkal

one employee,who cannot sign his name on the.products he makes, but

tre'sa good craftsman. He's an honest person and wants to work and

support his family and we are affording him and the others that

opportunity. So. when weneed an employee we don't Took for scholastic

ability, necessarily; but we ask questions such as, what have you

done before; what are your interests; have you Worked in wood; how

much patience do you.have; and their answers to these give ug'some

information bn that person., And from the very beginning Ne instill

in them the desire to be,- appreciated An their field. j We:have this,

'past year,.printed 2,000 catalogs of tlto produtti * produce plus

50,000 brocciurei just advertising our shop. It,'"s'a all flyer, but

the catalog and tihe flyer has eich,person who is employed in the shop

pictured.in-there doing his thing, so'to speak, in our craft shop)
.4

And along with their picture is this statement, "If an item can be

autographed that's_ produced in our shop you'll find one of these

people's autograph on it." . Thereby instilling in,theikthe desire to*

produce something appreciated by somebody somewhere: And it is very .

rewarding for a pirsO4.of a 1.Owl# ppaiiiOn as, they.are, to be apprbached

y-i-omeone that is very-proMineht in society dr in the community or

wherever, and ask'fbr that person'S 'Work because they have seen ,it.

ti
A

They appreciate it,. and'they desire it. The thingsthat we have done

have made us-known and we feel very fortunate. , Itts,asmall industry'
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but it is unique in that you won'tfind many, if any--I know you

*1

won't find any in Tennessee on as large a scale as we are. Yo

. /

may

\
t find any th the nation producingas we,do with wood, handmade,

all of it.
,

To this day, this year we have had people, -from 45 of the fifty

states, the District Of Columbia, and 10 foreign'Ointiiea visit'oOr

craft 'shop and sikh oirr4uest register. We may hava,bad.'cithers, bu

-.that many people have entered their names on our visitors register

that we have for that purpose. In my busine5s.'and in life, I like

to think of this philosophy. I'Made thii statement a few 'times, and

it's the way I feel, that a person ,is born into this world with a

responsibility of being in it and living fair with his fellow man.

But a man has the responsibilityof doing something of course with

his hands or whatever that is Wonest or,bitorable insi

,

man's support not only of himself but a wife, if h= haS one, d

j 11

I
anyone else that he might be responsible for inclu ing childten

other'people, parents eventually, pOssibly. But ap r5o0 that is
0

fortunate enough to be able toclothe things that h to do and
7

* z
enjoys doing it and can makb a living at it i doubly rewarded in

- A
- that he will be paid not only with the n essities of life but with

the gratitude of the community. Thank you.

/ \

(Plays turkey in the straw on the dulcimer)
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DR. 0 . STEWART qv

Tennessee Tec ological University

1.

-ye do plan to have,a demonstration at 3:00 on the dulcimer and

on painting. We invite you to that and'then another one at 4:30.

.this afternoon and if you would like to Wave a copy of any of the

talks that have been given we hive copies of them down at,the TennessAp

Tech display.booth. Thank you.
a
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HUMANITIES AND THE'RURAL COMMUNITY

Dr. Charles Ogilvie
The University of Tennessee at Martin

Can a University educate non - students, In.non-credit classes

that,meet in strange places, or do,pot meet at all; where there are

no rolls to call or to be acted out; where the students are usually

older than,the professors end habitually know more about the subject;

where the plan is to have no plan so that anything carihappen? That,

sounds, to me, like some diberal educators' ,dreamebout to bebome

a nightmare. But it was done, successfully, at the University of

Tennessee at Martin.

Admittedly, the purpose and the budget weictunorthodox. The

. i
,

teacher's and the students were unusual. We set out, not to issue
.

ideas but. to alter attitudes of, students and Of teachers. To change'

. I . .
,

the attitudes of students and of teacPers. To change the'ettitudes ,

,

6

of rural Northwest Tenne4seans toward educated 'outsiders is hard.

To change the. attitudes of educated outsiderS toward rural Northwest

Tennesseans is almost impossible. But we'tlied.

No great,revolutions occurred. No love feasts, but no'fist---,

fights. Positive results dM emerge. Not always what we expected,

bet frequently better. This repUt will attempt to show.what.was4

atiemptekhow and how .we came Out '-'411r

In the beginning, to me and to many other fa lty members, the

community seemed to 1:4 unusually hostile ,to intellectual things:-to'

culture. rthought this was proof of a fOlurp tdemerge. from liack-
./

woods ignorance. But my studies_ of local l-cultural history proved . or

.
to .

that this wOuld'.not stand. The local society before I925. supported
.4.

,440.

r

yr
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frequelt performances of Shakesperian drama, financed privately a.

local zoo, maintained orchestra and opera seasons: and several hands

.(one withtwenty-eight saxophones). It had several regularly meeting

literarS, societies which were well attended, which studied deeply,
0

and which kept up with iecent progressive literature. know,, from

experiefte, that attempts to revive such projects in, the present fowl&

were doomed to immediate defeat.' How could I, as cultural historian,:.,11;."'IOC,o

explain the sudden rejection of ciiltUre in the twenties?

Then I remembered that "culture4n- the twenties" was characterized

l

by South-baiting; a- evolt against the village, and anti-fundamentalism.

If, to be Pin",, the cultured Northwest TerineSsean must ad to

IFbeing the leader of a boobodracy in the Desert of the Be x Arts, it

is no surprise that he became either silent or absent. Northwest

Tennessee may not have rejected culture so much as ha).4.been rejected

by it.

It was common to hear a faculty member, in lounge or classroom,

,
ridicule the community with neither tftivor,or affection, and then

voice genuine surprise at not being loved by lt. It appeared, in'

spite of acadedic chauvehism, tKat in the war between town and-gown,
N,

, my side had been the aggressor and the dirty fighter.

To end thewer,,,/ .0roposed a truce- seam-of faculty members get

together 'with community personS, find elements of the local cultUre

'with worth, and rt mutual magnification-of such "odd pits" decrease\

the aniMoSity between them and let the,locals over the barrier and

into the Twen tieth Century. It wou ld even prove acceptable as scholarly-

endeavOr.Eadn't Foxfire been published successfully? Isn't folklore

becoming an accepted academic study? Couldn't abnormal psychology
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be studied in regardao a section?

Fortunately, financial assistance was 'found through \ViArLat

from the National Endowment for the Humanities, which provided money

for expenses and some faculty pay for overtime work, Fortunately

also, the university found it possible to give some faculty released

time and was willing to take the chance as-an thproven;prOject:

Several faculty-humanists were chosen for adaptable skills and

,

low levels of hostility to the community. .They .would go into the

community and find interested citizens. It didn't matter what they,

were interested in, at this point--music, history, arts, literature,

folklore. The hUmanist would foam groups, help the members pursue

the common-interest, help them preserve or cobmemorate the aspect of .

local culture, and help,them communicate with others (formally'or

informally). This would provide a bridge,toward culture and bigin

. the cooperative efforts.
. ,

A few instances: Bob Cowser, of the English faculty, was already ,w

interested in the regional writers such as Peter Taylor, a prominent

. .

living short story Writer and native of Trenton; Tennessee, wht uses
).

the town as locale frequently. Cowser found a group who was interested

.

and began to work. using lOcal and oral history (other words/for

t

'vintage gossip),-literary criticism, and imaginatiod. The group
.

.
.

fOund prototypes of Taylor's.sUbjegts in local happenirks and

personalities. The talk moved, as we hoped it'would, to Other charac:-
. , ,

,ters tales, events,, just as intriguing bui-not'in The fiumaiist .

. ,

-

and his group were surprised by'the rithnesof ihe,locil mature.

Cowser's next project took him to the iges_t Tennesgee hamlet with

the unlikely name of Nankipoo, which had.produced two outstanding

I
4t
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writers: Roark'Bradford and Bell` I. Wiley. Both are faMous for

r.depictine plain people of the South, both Black and White. Why

two great writers from one very small town in a few short years?

Intriguing possibilities emerged. There was the influence on both

of backwoods, untutored preachers, mostly Black: Southern religidn

,might be ,vital, not froze; imaginative, riot bound by literalism.,

The preachers may have been closer to Uncle Remus than to Elmer-Gantry.

1

Bell Wiley, himself, came to the meetings, to the university, and to

the "Rivers Weekend."

Harold Conner, of the Dean of Student's Office, worked with the

Black community of Martin and found a story (that sounds like a mix-

ture of Uncle Tom's Cabin and Horatio Alger) of the rise and fall of.

a Black family --- The Martins. He also worked investigating the

power of Black Gospel imusic with the group in the Puryear Mount Zion

Baptist Church. If you want to knbw about the continuing power of

that music, that choir is the-place to go although it is unknown.

outside the Black. religious tommunity.-

Marvin Downing, ofthe history department,vorked on Christmasville

with the McKenzie Historical Society.' The "little old ladies in tennis

shdes" just,ahout ran his legs off.

Ron Satz, also a historian, studied the Jewish cofittibutio

an interested group in the Unio ity Temple and the Choctaw settle-

ith

went at Golden with th= 'h ders.

Sometimes it was impossible to'get a grOUP ;nether, so we just

Went from person to perSon; learning and serVinf as lisson between

- experts on certain subjects. _Bob Sugg collected the humorous tales

.of Reelfoot Lake guides,-many of which should be (but probably -- cannot be)

32
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printed. Bob Todd interviewed old singing school masters, the

vanishing leaders of the FaSoLa movement so powerful in the deverop-

went of present popular music, At almost ignored in the historiography

of music. I investigated the power of the recently disCredited

"work ethic" with retired farmers and railroad workers, etc. They

-7 proved to me-that,,fatphem at least, the dignity of work is not a
. 4.,y4 -

1curse but a blessing. They don't worktheilielves to death but to

health,doing what they like and liking what they do.

These and many other projects were worked, with a group when

possible, with single persons when necessary,. The only hold we }pad

was the individuals' interest, and they frequently put our advanced

seminar students (and us) to shame.

When each project was finished, we tried to take-our findings to-

the larger community. Sometimes ire used formal presentations by

class meters to tie community, like the celebration for Wiley and

Bradford that filled Hall's First Baptist Church (the largestaqi

torium in tdwn), or the Martin Black Heritage Day, that filled that

city's park. Soietimes we-used less formal ways,.asthe Rivers Workshop,

presented in cooperation with the Tennessee Vallek Authority (and

with their money), to which people_from all over the South were

hroeght ift_to.work along side of, and talk to, my working old"mefi,

or to sing along ith the Mt. Zion Choir'(and discuss the impact of

the songs on.the post-slavery experience), or IO read Erwin S. Cobb's

literature on the riverbank.

We also produced a group of reports from-the interest grows-_

which have beed bound togeidterIttli.the River Region Monographs.

hope you Will pick-up one of these at the ITEM booth todak-or tomorrow.

4 4
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We also made up a series of audio-visual presentation,,and you can

see one of these-on the Martin Black community, at the bOoth-.

There were several areas of disappointment. We never got beyond

spedilation on the contribution of the black preacher-orators. The

scandalous element of the story of the Black Martin's made iting

about it too "touchy" for quick production. The pro lem of the lack

of popularity of Davy' Crockett in our district, from which he was

elected to Congress and where he lived just before going on to Texac:

and immortality, is unanswered.

Yet our accomplishments are considerable. We have learned muc

and taught some. We have changed some attitudes a little.

better, now, how to get together with a_community. You have to have

teachers who loveto explore and to lead--they.are not easy to find.

YOU need admilUjtrations who will let them, and give them a pat on

the back occasionally (and may a little more). We-didn't run short

-At UTM. _A little outside money is nice but my experience shOws it

can usually befound somewhere.

We have become convinced that the River Region has produced a

Culture as rich,.more diiterse, and.more distinctly American than the

more widely recognized Appalachian folk culture.

The Only other requisite is a few community members who are interested

in something: .They are not the majority but they are out there., the

1/4 easiest to find of all the ingredients.
0

.Can this be;done anywhere? I think so: Should it be done'ose-

where? Probably. Will others try it? That'is for you to decide.

thank. you.

"N 6
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STUDENT MANAGEMENT CONSULTING

DT. Martin King
University of Tennessee at Nashville

Dr. .Gayle Riggs

University-of Tennessee at Nashville

Primarily what we are talking about are two courses that we Offer

and the experiences that evolve from those two courses. The first

course is Interdisciplinary Environmental Systems 5630/5640. Let me,

talk first about the objectives of the program. In Business Admini-

stration, as I am sure is true in other areas, but perhaps more so in

this demonstration, our students demand realism and want reality to

the greatest. extent possible. Of course; I think we are aware of

successful experienCis in doing this. A part of business school in

which they bring.cases into the classroom again attempting to bring

greater reality. Well, I think we have gone one 'step further than

that. We use the Qmse approach, but more than just the case approach,

we bring cases to the student, but we alio take the students to the

case. This is the fundamental aspect'of our program. We take our

students out into the real world and introduce them to real world /

problems Of managing a real world business. More specifically the

primary objectivt of this program are to provide students with an

opportunity to tackle basic, practical problems while accepting

.

responsibility for the solution and to apply management concepts to

, the real world problems in a business or organization. Another

objective fs.-'-'to help small business organizitions, improve their

competitive positions, and environment in acceleration change. The
'

r

third objective is to encourage students to think seriously about the

idea of going into business for thoadelves and provide employment

4'6
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through small business organizations.

In terms of managing the program, there are three fundamental

teachers-, and I'm going to talk about each one of them. First, in

terms of selection of the clients, we are talking about the source

of clients for each program. This is not always an easy problem but

one very helpful source in terms of getting clients who'are willing

and able to work with us and with our students is the MAO officer,

the Management Assistance Officer, of th.small business administration.

In addition to that source, our faculty.hdve contact with business

firms. They often get calls from businesses seeking help of a nature

that isn't provided, and many times they will refer a particular

businessman to pur program. I think you know for the most part, our

students are working full time and may incur problems in their own

organization or their colleagues have problems that they refer back

to, us. Another source is unsolicited calls from businessmen., As our

program grows it becomes known widely in the community which I think

will become a better or more profitable source of clients to.the program,

We do get unsolicited calls, both men and-women by the way, in terms

of the selection of clients. We have certain criteria in mind when

selecting clients. I think its kind of obviouscweld like to have a

wide spectrum of types of clients representing various types of

*4-industries: retailing, wholesaling, manufacturing. For example,

we'd like to haVe a Mixture there; but not only in that point of view;

. .

another is that we'd like to have various types of problems. reptesented.

We'd like to. have marketing problems,' management problems, personnel.

problems, and interrelation*oblems so'that the total experience can

be a familiarization -,by the students trth many aspects of the,problems

47
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4rith a business organization. That's the selection of-clients. ,

I -

/

The selection of student consultants is difficult. Students
t

demand realism,*but realism is also demanded of them. Not that

we've contrived to make it difficult for them butqlere's a situation ,

that is very difficult for them and yeti, demanding of them. il)e don't

ou.
have that many students, and when I say this I mean we've hanIdled, in

the last two or three years perhaps 65, 66 cases. We have bl4ndled

quite a few, but our students are not running over us with a desire

to get involved-in this program. One primary reason I think, is

that it is so demanding of them in terms of time. But we do have

students who are interested, highly motivated and working on these

types of problems. We also have pYoblems matching the student to the

client. We try, of course, to match the experience and interests,
. -

and expertiSe of fhe student,to the demands of a client situation..

Many -times instead of indArislual assignments We go with'a team approach,

again depending upon an overall problem situation.

In terms'of-reporting, there are ,two basic kinds of reports

m , that we require of the, students not just for evluuation puiposes
-

. ,

totally, but'really to -help the students to help the clients and to

!;" heTp,us. One is a proposal. After the student has identified the

problem; in other words. what he is goihg to do, and developed the

methodology of how he is -going to solve what hd said the problem was,

we then want him,to write a proposal. In this hp states the problem,'.

sets forth the methodology to solve that problem, and then brings it

to class so that all the persons involved can react to the,problem

,.defInition as to whetherormot it seems to be the real'problem.based

upon what we knAw to be happening in that firm, and whether his
0

$
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methodology will achieve,What he wants. This is not a formal

contract with the student, but is in that line. He is telling us

what he thinks the problem is and what he.-is going to do so it really

narrows and pinpoints the kind of activity that the student is going

to carry out the rest of the quarter. Then at the end of the quarter

we want a more formal report in which he specifies VdT1 us things.

This pretty well folows-the consultation process itself. At each

stage of the process he has collected data on each aspect of the

report and therefore it is just a matter of putting this all together.

I think again in terms of communicating in writing. If we leave it

entirely oral the client himself may say well I thought I told you

to do this, or wanted you to do this, pr Ihoinhqthis was a problem

and you solved some problei that we haven't even talked about. So

when we have things written it helpsirget rid of those types of problems.

You'll notice that reporting on real work problems follows

fundamentally the scientific method. We really folin-d1n our experiences

and our reading that this is a very successfUrepproach to the solution

of busihess problems as well as other types of problems and so we
-

developed the report_axound the scientific method itself. One of the

things we stress in this is; hs'you can see,,effectiveicommuniCationsY

and I might just read a little bit of our comment here, "The-report

must be written in a readable, flowing style. Each section should

flow to the subsequent section. Remember that if you state the-problem

to be AnIv04 and the objectives of the study, all efforts have been

directed toward the accomplishment of that task. The report Should

refleot these'actiyiiies,___The conclusions.to follow from thi_analysis

and recommendations should only be given if they-are supported by

the evidence of the study. 49
38



BANQUET

PRESIDING: Dr, Jerry C. McGee
Middle Tennessee State University

Welcome to the second general session ()four conference.
I
I am

reminded of an old Latin greeting, "If you are well, we are well, all

is well." We do hope that )remareavell And that you are having a

good conference. If by chance though, you picked up a parking ticket "'
. .

or if you pick up one tomorrow or if you have some other kind of

problem where you need some kind,6f assistance, feel free to contact_

, us and we'll take care of Give us a parking ticket, send them.

to us if ybu'Carry them home with you and we.'ll handle them.

As a reminder, we will have coffee and doughnuts early in the

morning from 8:00 a.m. til 9:00 a.m. At 9:00 a:m: we.start the

second day of the conference-. We have at this point about 200 people

registered for the conference with another 30 or 40 walk-ins from

campus. Students -and professors attend some of the sessions. That

gives you an idea how large it is and we think this is successful

betause'we were projecting on the basis of,sabout 17S, so vie are quite

a bit above it.

I would like to ,introduce the speaker for tomorrow at noon, Dr.

.--

Herman Spivey. Dr. Spivey would you stand,up and let.them seeyou,

sir?

Dr. Spiyey is going to do the wrap-up and we hope that yoU will

be fortunate enough to hear it. ,He is going to do a little bit of a
,`"-'

"tall it like he sees it" abaft what we are doing and what we say we

are doing. Oneother reminder before we get into the evening. Remember

that all Deans of Continuing Education and Directors of coiltinuing

Education will meet immediately followinithe meeting tomorrow We
.
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will meet in the auditorium of the LRC and be there an hour or'so

talking about the status of the, state and continuing education.

During thepastieven years the Middle Tennessee State University

has experienced a great deal of growth in student bOdy and faculty

and buildings. In fact we have'doubled'almost in student body from

a little over 6,000 to almost 12,000. Our faculty has jusped.r from

about 320 to over-500. These are the years of our fifth president

of this university, my boss and my friend, Dr. M. G."Scarlett. I'd

1ike to have him take over the podium and introduce our speaker.

WELCOME: Dr. Melvin G. Scarlett, Presiddfit

Middle Tennessee.State University

It's a pleasure for me to welcome all of you to the most beautiful

campus in Tennessee where the most dynamic institution operates, I'll

wait for the boos and cat calls. Anyway, it is a real pleasure for

me to welcome all'of my colleagues from institutions across the state

4 -
here for this conference. I'm especially happy to see here a gentle-.

man, whom I knew many years ago. This is Dr. Spivey, who ;offered

with me as a graduate student 'in one of his English courses at the

.,University ofPlorida in the early 1950's. I want-to 'assure he takes

,no responsibility for the direction my career has gone, however. I'm

happy that this conference can be here on the Middles Tennessee State,

1

University aampuse we're.very,much interested in finding better,ways'

to provide educational opportunities for young people. I've heard

cltics of higher education,-, on oCcasifoh, that higher'educatibn,.

'which is in'the forefront of the development-of knbwledge is bringing

up the 'rear in regard to implemeritation higher education itself. .

.

I think tharthii.conferenbe and the intereet41- Mow-seen exhibited;

40.
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the kinds of exhibits we have in the Learning Resources Center and the

fine program we have had up to this point,belies this criticism of

higher education and I wish that what we see evidenced here cou)id be

made known throughout the state to,help improve the image oehigher

education,which obviously is at a low point in history. I think at

this point.I'd like to say one or two quick things about pontraditional

programs, butTOssibly something about a nontraditidnal approach in

a traditional educational setting. I'm, thinking specifically of the

lecture which is traditional in higher education. We have to do

something constructive about the lecture here at this institution-

with our new, Learning Resources Center.. You may have seen the multi-
.

media classroom which contains the learning resOnse system. It's our

7

feeling that this system can enable us to have large lecture' classes

for the transmission of information and understanding with,guaranteed

success. You,understand'how the learning response system works. An

. instructor has a console up at the front of the class, and each student

in the classroom has a small unit at this student station with five

inittons that he can press. The lecturer presents a lecture With maybe-

,

three, fours or five major points that he would-like to make and, after

he has made a point he can preSs a button add flash a question on the

screen relative to this poinhe has just made and anothQr button can

put maybe five possible answers to that question up there'.. The student

presses the appropriate-button to indicate which answer4they choose
,

,

and the instruCtor immediately gets a compilation of the student

responses so that he knows.whether 30% or 50% or 90% of the students
.

Comprehended that point he has just been trying to convey. He doesn't
,

have, to wait'til mid-terd or -later to find out whether they are

f.
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comprehending and getting what that he's putting-out there.. If

he finds.a 30% response Or a 50% response he knows he'd better go

I
.back'anaCtry a different approach to- make that, point again. And of

course this. system can be computerized for compilation-of student

responses throughout, the semester. It has all kinds of potential
7

to improve teaching but I

research in regard to the

think inaddition it has potential for
'

effeCtiveness'of certain approaches to

presenting materials and the effectiveneSs of different approaches.-

We're most enthusiastic about the potential of the facility that we

have there to enable us to do better and learn more about how to make

higher education hete interesting'to 'young people. That's probably

lonterfthan Dr'. Brown's speech so I think I'd better'get on with the

introduction Which iswhat I'm supposed to be up here for.

Let me indicate,to'You-some of Dr.-Brown's background and

credentials. He was 'appointed Executive Director of the' Higher

EdUcation Commission in'March of 197S,. Before accepting,that 'post he
-

was Vice President for Academicldfairs at Union UniversitYin 'Jackson,
, .

,

Tennes-see, a past that he had'held since 1R72. He is a graduate of

Union Uniyersity and served that institution in acaddmic and Adminis-

trative,pbsts for 12 years holding the positions of Ch4rman of the
. "

Department of Physics, acting Dean oflien, Academic Dean and ViCe

President'for Academic Affairs.

Dr. Brown received his master of science degree in Physics and

his doctorate' in Radio Astronomy, both from tht University of Florida.

He has been active in' civic and.public affaiis. He was named the

Outstanding YoUng Man of, the Year by Madison County Jayceesin'1971.

He may at care` for me' to mention;, this, bdt in 1974 hiwat a candidate
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for the democratic nomination from the 7th district of Tennessee to

the United States Congress. He served on numerous civic task forces

'-and committees in Jackson and Madison County region and is the author

and former co-author of several articles in higher%education.

Dr. Brown and his wife,. the former Bonnie Baker of Jackgon, have

four chi ren and I am tempted to indicate here that he must have had ,

some'English courses too, because he seems to demongtrate some knowledge

of someprinciples of versification, not enzyme, or activist, but

alliteration. The names of thelour youngsters are'Todd, Trey, Tambi,

and Tiffani. He's given jall these youngsters of course T. B.. Terrible,

absolutely terrible.* With that let me simply indicate that I'm'personally-

very much impressed by..him in his short time with the Higher Education

Commission. He obviously has a'sharp intellect and a, fine command of

the language. He has patiehce and tolerance as well, and he's put

up with us and these things are very -important to e man in that position.

I think that he holds probably the mostdifficult post in Tennessee

Higher Education. It is my privilege to present-to you, Dr. lolaype.Broign.
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NONTRADITIONAL EDUCATION: REAL LEARNING OR NO LEARNING

Dr. C. Wayne Brown
Tennessee Higher Education Commission

,Let me begin*by recreating a phone conversation with Coy Hollls.

.

Coy: "Wayne, we'd like for you to come down and visit with us

for this nontraditional program that'9 going to be in November,or'

late October. check the date and cillyou back'on that."

My answer: "I don't know anything'about nontraditional educatiOn."
,

Theother end: "Neither does anyone else."

My response: "Well, if we are going to sit around and poO1

ignorance, wouldn't it be better to do it some other way?"

Coy: "Well, maybe you can read up on it a little before you come."

And while I was trying to read up on it, I had an interesting

and enlightening intellectual experience'in the meaning of traditional,

I have been seeking to get that straight.

Once on a Southern Association team visit to an institution; the
.

4atalog indicated to our committee, students, and toeveryoriegelse

that this particular institution was progressive and innovative, yet '

traditional.. The committee spent a full evening trying to apply that

phraseology to all programs and_finally gave up. A little later

in the formal remay4cs, you'll hear about another institution's

difficulty with a catalog promise and how the courts became involved...-

But in trying tounCover the meaning of traditional, so that I

would have a better understanding of what nontraditional -learning is

all about, my

often. do this

exuberant; all

family and I had engaged in a

our children being.brighter

in elementary school, picking

family conversation. We

r
than their parents, very

uvnew.words and new
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spellings for.old words-every day." We brought up the issue of

_

traditional., and the younger-one had. some strange notions. .But

6th grade girl had a pretty', clear meaning and descpibed this term to
A

some'length. Her phraseology was such that it left the impress'ion

to thd.two boys, the 'first and second graders, that if_something was

traditional, it had prghably existed in China or Japan for 5700 yearg.

A couple of nights later at a shopping center in Nashville, the

boys, the other girl; an4 I witnessed a judeidemonstration. At the

_end of it the teacher stepped to the front and called for Young,

volunteers. The purpose or this, of course, was to enlist unsuspecting

parents,for-the/r children's sake in these programs. My first grader

-

, was the first to volunteer. With some minimal instruction and I

might add a very cooperative',ten-year-old boy, who had already been

trained, Trey threw the boy over his shoulder. That came only after

the pre-bout bow and then the post-boUtbow which was difficult for

my non courteous boy to follow. Then the call for a second volunteei

brought, of course, the second grade boy who couldn't be outdone by-

his brother. He did such a magnificent job that he threW a thirteen-
_

year-old boy around hii leg into the carpet, andthere again came the

bow at the end. ',

We were walking out. We asked what it meant. The older sister
. N .. .

. said, "Well L feel a lot better. I feel a lot safer." And Todd said,

.

"Yes, when you learn about the tratitional ways to defend Oneself4"

which fs. my second grader and he doesn't speak-that way ever, "it will
. .

be a better home. Mommy will be safe when you are away daddy;" We

went 'into this long discussionabout the value of these.ancient ideas

.that were traditional. Finally Tiffanni raisedthe best qUestion of
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the night when she said, "there's one problem:" (After.Todd had

bragged about being able to run off the robber.) "How will Todd and

Trey be able to make the. robber stop and bow before they judo hiM?"

We aren't answering that question yet.There's been a lot of discussion

about it at home.

Traditional,, of course, means something more than that which.,We

have inherited -from an old society., Before trying to answer the

,question from the vantage point I am now looking at, let me phrase a

couple of other questions for"you. What are we trying to do in our

endeavor? Whatever methodology we may seek to employ, if we ask what

it means to.be involved as an educator, and particularly in higher

educdtion, you can come up with a long list of:answers. I might'

suggest to you from my recent experience that if you are proposing

to answer that question to a legislative committee, you need to have

a straightforward and simple answer. Not because those people aret.

simple in the ordinary definition of that wqrd, but because they don't

take time for intricacies. They want a d.jrect answer, and they feel .

every state agency should have one.

What are you doing? Here is a 'suggested response: We are seeking

to prepare people to make decisions more rationally than before they

started with us. Now maybe there are a lot of other things to be added

to that, and there%are problems if yoU just stop there. Let's assume

for a moment that is what we're trying to do-- prepare some people to

make some decisions on.a more rational basis than they would have

prior tcuTIr oxpemteileedbf--Ilnkt.'s the cast, then I suggest we are

preparang'a fraction of the nation's leadership, beginning'nat with

some remote future in mind, but beginning with the time that, individual
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'leaves thar class or puts down the program instruction booklet for

TV.or whatever else he or she is doing. Because that person will

commit the process of making yet another decislon immedikely after

.that.

A few notes - first, you are preparing only a fraction of the

leaders-hip, Let's'not forget that. There are those people like

Abraham Linco idn't go thrOugh the formal proces's. I rather

suspect if we ask him = ould answer that he would have preferred

some help. In his case, it just wa available, so-he took another

route. We are preparing, even in a technics ciety, a fraction of

the leadership.

Secondly, you should-note that our preparation will necessarily

be incomplete but yet,'it is our preparation that will leave these

people in an incomplete state. Yet our work is absolutely essential,

and we should not give up simply because we do not see the end point,

or simply because we do not feel we are able to complete the task in

a short time.

I want to call more attention to the word "rational." There was

a time when practitioners in our field accepted that as a part of the

challenge without question. The rational processes were in fact
41,

what we were about. Unfortunately there are those-observers who now

have concluded that students today, and for the last few yearswould.

much rather tell us how they feel rather than how- they think. And

that there has come in some quarters,a rather hasty marriage between

some faculty and some of those "feeling" students which has led to

problems within academia. I dou't propose to be in a position to

enlighten you further on that problem, yet I emphasize, it is my, own
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conclusion that we are about the business of preparing some'people to

'make some decisions on a more rational basis.,

Now to the meat of-the matter. -Nontraditional learning is

probably quite different from nontraditional educational approaches.

That is, is there a difference,between nontraditional learning and

nontraditional education? Probably so: I'm not sure what learning

as a process really is. I have heard recently a few educational

psychologists and other psychologists who are now specializing in

learning the ries say,

at we know a little bit about how white mice
nd rabbits learn. Someday in the future, we may
now a little bit more about what they do in learning
and thereby be able.to speak more intelligently in a
crude way all things being equal, which in fact they
seldom ever are,. and on the basis of certain assump-
tions and making approximate solutions to the matter
be able to guess at how one human being learns
something.-,-

In be' een that time and now we must accept only a partial answer to

how individual learns. We have some beliefs as practitioners, in

myr ase, a former practitioner. We have some notions about that

pr cess that each of us woulebe happy'to speak about at length. I

11 restrain myself, and emphasize once again that it is important

of to confuse nontraditional learning,)Whatever that is, with non-

traditional educational approaches. We can deal with that in a more
-, k:

direct and open way.

Life as viewed by the teacher, or the writer, or the one who

prepares the educational program, or the cassette, or who suggests

that individual study will be relayed to the student in some manner.

Separating that teacher, writer, or director from the one or ones with

whom he or she will be interacting is not possible. point out this
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problem to remind us once again that the machines, the devices, the

changed.structure, the altered formaeare important, interesting, and

sometimes helpful, They after all are'devised and shaped by other

people Who for better or worse were themselves a product of some kind

of educational process. We do not ndk foresee that chain of events

being broken in this world.

What is the subject of what we're trying to db We are trying

.to prepare some people to make.some decisions on a more rational basis.

With this comment we will proceed into the problem., We are trying to

_look at life in two different ways, and I thinleit is important to

remind each,of us including myself of this as we face decisions.

Life is viewed from the inside and life 'is viewed from the out-

side. Now the first approach is a much more ancient one in the learning

sense. The content of philosophy, of much of art, literature, religion,

'etc., deals with life as viewed from -the inside. The observer exper-

iencing, sensing, thinking, feeling; recording,,expressing; etc. We .

are told there is a rebirth of this, perhaps so. Not too many years

ago life as viewed from the outside began to take a foothold in-the

educationaliprocess. It did not come easily. This is the so-called

scientific approach, e.g., let's separate the observer from the processes

and analyze it.

It is interesting to look at some of the disciplines that are

'represented at the programs you have had befere'yOUtoday, and to see

that in your program references have been made to subjects which-would

relate to each of these two directions of looking at°1ife. There'

4.

seems tb be a great deal of confusion about.that.

I know .a few graduates, sadly I had to deal with some of them

. ,
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and must have failed somewhat, who don't recognize that there is a

legitimately different way to look at life; and that as they go about:

the process of making decisions, they need to keep-both' ways in mind.

It's not either/or. Unfortunately some of thestudents I have dealt

with, sadly due to my inadequacies, left thinking they would make

decisions in neat categories; physics here, economics here, literature

over-here,-although they were not sure what they were going to do with

that, Dr. Spivey. They thought their minds would just Click into

different categories as these problems came up, and that everything

would work out great. It has not happened. It will not happen.

Members of the State legislature, with whom I work occasionally, don't

think that way. My dad didn't think that way, and you and I know we

can't think that way.

To examine the problem before us we could ask a lot of questiOns.

One is what have the courts said about -thii matter?- That woudn't be

important several yeats ago, because for many years, with the exception

of The Dartmouth College case and a few other instances,,the courts didn't

want to be involved' They just left higher education in this country,

alone: They fought to stay out of decisions. There are a couple of

interesting cases that speak, obliquely, ,but interestingly to

this point.

First case: In the 1969 case of Printup vs. Wick, the St. Cloud

State College catalog claimed that its academic year was made up of

172 academic days. The academic day was not defined. However, during

theparticular year one "nontraditional" day was declared. It wis

called, after much debate, "Time Out Today: A Nontraditional Study

/ .

Experience." This Was counted as an academic day. The curriculum for.
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that-day-1MS organized around interesting topthe draft, war, sex',

politics of protest, and two or three other assorted items related

thereto. There were only 171 academic days according to the plaintiff's.

point of view because they didn't count this nontraditional day. The

court decided to the contrary, i.e., the court held in favor Of the

college. It refused to interfere on several grounds. The most

important for our discussion may be this: "The control of curriculum

is at the discretion in this institution's case, of the President"

cited the/document, "Plaintiffs have no more rights to choose contents

or formats of classes they would to hire or fire faculty or select

textbooks." So we can rest comfortably' with that precedent. You can

declare/such a nontraditional day, whatever that means.

BUt look at the next one, Columbia' University vs'. Jacobsen. This

as a decade earlier. Note the date because it foreshadows something -

1959. The trustees of Columbia accepted a promissory note for tuition

of one Mr. Jacobsen. Subsequent to .a period of study, he failed out.

He refused to pay because "the university promised in the catalog such

virtues as wisdom,,understanding, character, courage, justice and

liberty." I'll' get to the decision in a moment. The judge by the

way, after hearing witnesses concluded the young man had none of these

traits. The trustees took Mr. Jactbsen to court demanding their money.

The court boiled the. whole context of issues (and it was a messy looking

case at first) down to one. And it is important, because of some of

the campus politics you.face. We are coming to that. The court boiled

this case down-to this: whether Columbia taught wisdom dr not. The

court saved the day filer Columbia University, but maybe not our profession.:

The court pointed out that no college in 43 right mind, that's a

'''' a ,, 62
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literal quote, would confuse knowledge with wisdom. I quote the

court's decision, "Wisdom is not the subject which can be tuught. It

is a hoped-for end product of education,:experience; and ability which

many seek and many fail to find." The court even inquired whether

the student ever put himself in the mood to 'learn what Columbia had

to teach.,

Listen to this - Mr. Jacobsen wrote a lengthy statement indicating

that he learned in a "nontraditional and unconventional" manner. He

complained that his academic failure was due to not conforming to

the traditioriil expectations he faced there., The,foreshadowing of a

stormy'decade, and yet it didn't make front page of the Times. The-

court, other than those cases, has not spoken in nontraditional terms"'

directly.

Let's examine the problem you face. I mentioned that it is a

campus political problem, and it is. Why is it a political problem?

4

It's-a political problem becauSe in many cases you have already fou*d

it necessary in some institutions to separate out nontraditional,

unconventional (whatever phrase you'may wish to use) approaches in a

Iseparate agency or department. That in itself is a very in rest 1pg

observation.

What does that Mean? I don't propose to be intelligent enough to

answer that, but will hint around it for just a short time.

In. C.P. Snow's many writings he dramatized a problem between

what he called, as you well know, two cultures. The older of the

-=- humanistic culture repeated in literature and art, looking at life

from the inside. The newer one derived from contemporary science.

Actually the most basic diseiplines in each culture can both be
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appreciated and experienced, but it is my contention that only those

who experience the systematic and creative work of a disdipline deserve

to be called the-true professionl within that.field.

If it is also true that nontraditional is only that obtained by

some special people who are over here dealing with it as a separate

branch of learning, then part of the important point iibeing missed.

%
Fortunately that is ,not the problem on many of our campuses, and I

am glad of it. But let us be reminded not to,allow nontraditional

approaches to behandled in such a way as to further a dichotomy

betWein the standard discipline (whatever that is) and "the others,"

Actually, setting a whole pedagogical approach,apart produces a wide

member of_dangers..

Let me speak briefly as a physicist and as a member of several

related societies. Our professional proiramophave for years included

in many of their meetings sections dealing with how to relate the

revelation of new knowledge to the teaching experience. 1I have

observed that the most exciting of those meetings have come when

recognized, bona fide, producing scholars and researchers have taken

the time to deal with the question of how to achieve what we have

learned within our discipline. Whenever webrought in other people

to explain to us how we are to go about teaching what happened in our

discipline, the attentiveness of the audience went down.

I believe this applies in a wide, wide range of activities. I'm

not speaking against the study of any broad branch of knowledge or

experience. Speaking again from my field, because I knowit best,

Newton and Einstein felt strongly on theSe matters. They both wrote

vast numbers of words in an effort to explain what:theyhad done in
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simpler language and to make projections as to how that information

,
could betransferred. I believe it is best when the best are teaching

people how to convey the bescifitheir field. I fiirthoT believe that

tpi problem (and this is the reverse side of that coin) of not prOpo-

/gating much of what happened in recent years to vari.ous,disciplines

/
stems from a failure within the disciplines. Not from a failure of.

educationists and publicists who have dpne an.outstanding job in trying

to do something about it: Let me rephrase that. Whose duty, is it to

explain that the physicist has done? Einstein had an answer, "It's
-

,not the hilosophers duty to do-that. It's not the bio/o'gists-duty

to do that, although they are free to try_and we should listen to

them. It is the phyiicists duty to do that:"

Each discipline has a theoro- centric, functide,,,a-practi-tentrit
,

function, and a'.demo-centri,c.,'function: Why.,:am J taking your time-to

say this? Because of my,punchline in a minute. What isthe thgoyo-
.

centric function of your discipline?

What would-be the study df educational administration?: What

would be the study of this or that or the. other? The theoro-cenkrid

function has to do' with the theoretical considerations
.

,

of'that discipline. We need those people. They are to be prized and
.

protected.; Far be it frpirry our society if the-only persons who received

reward,'the only persons who receive recognition, the only persons

who receive great pay ;are those who deal with the other functions I /

affi cming to. WeMust prOtect-the cirthate of theoro-centric people.

tach,disciPline alp-has the practo-Centric function --:making

part of that discIpline applicable inreal ways to what's going on.

-Those people must be thCe alsO,

65,
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Finally, the one often neglected, and the'one that nontraditional

educational experience can do a great-deal about, is the demo-centric

function. 'The demos, the people. Explain to them in a straightforward

terminology what has happelled, what may happen, and who thinks so.

Tit was Shelly who, in his defence of poetry: said that it is the artist's

duty to "absorb the new knowledge of the sciences and other experiences

and assimilate this to human needs. Color it with human passion,

transform it into the blood and.bone of humam.,nature." I agree, but
.

I also comment, it was easier to 4o them with Newton's physics than

with Einstein's as Mel Mayfield and others.here will recall.
_

Through the accumulation of such neglect as I havementioned,

i.e., the neglect of many of us to explain--in straightforward terms

much abOut,our work, and also as a result of the de/rioration in the

quantity and the quality of instruction7that we-have given, many of

I "

our future intellectual leaders are being short-changed. It is appalling.

for me to remind myself that I actually contributed Tor a period,Of

time, to the. future intellectual leadership of this nation. I deluded'

myself into thinking I was largely teaching people that were just

going to be taxpayers. But there is more than that, There's more

than the general education function that's, important: You and I have

helped prepare the future intellectual leadership of this nation. That

ip a sobering consideration for any serious minded academician:

Unfortunately we suffer also. I hope that nontraditional

approaches can assist us in'breaking down what some have called the-
.

placing into little corners or compartments-intellectual, loyalty.

The loyalty to a discipline is good and it's bal. The decreased

mobility of faculty membeis may contribute to breaking some-of these
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barriers down. some folks are going to-have to stay on the campus

where they are located and. live with other people in other departments

whether they like them or not. If there isildpe for the economic

problems in an intellectual' sense, it may be that. to

Curricklum reforms in America, be they in style or in content,

do' speak to. nontraditional approaches.. Curriculum reforms can easily

be seen as a study of collegiate politics, just as much-as they can

be seen as a set of improved identifications of branches of inquirY..

Courses, or whatever methodology is used; are linked by a variety of -,

%

schemes including, as you jiiow, elements of compulsion and free election,

elements, of concentration and distribution. However these eleeents

are manipulated, no formal- device could offset the subtle change in

the character of the faculty. Many people believe faculty members:

ceased a few years ago to be custodians of a general culture.in this nation

which- they imparted to tle youth.. Instead,,they have becOme guardians

of particular segments of knowledge which they cautiously explain to

only the initiated.

There- has been a curious and circular quality to reform in.approach

and in,curriculum. Earnest educators have shifted through the same

materials available to them as were available in any disciplines °,20,

30; 50 years ago. It is far easier to launch a new.experiment,tham

it is to look direfully aiihe results of an Oldone. Thus we have

subjected ourselyes to the delight of experimenting Without asking

, ._ .

decent questions in many cases. This is the prOlem that many of you- °

. %
face, tint we ask bigger questions aitd more detailed, questions of -

. ., .

. each other ooncerning the experiMent wo-ogent to start. .Let me rephrase
- . 4 p

this: For you and for me it is easier insiividually to stit a new
.
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one than to analyze the old One. Butvait till you submit your new

experiment to the curriculum. committee. Then there will 'be a great

reticence-to launch into a new program. There campus politics play

', a very vital role:

A few suggestions - nontraditional should refer to the system as

'well as. to-the courses., That applies to freedom of thought and a long.

list of ways and schemes and ideas at the system's level of a complex

,public .university system:to the administration section on a- campus

(on a publiC or'private campus4, or to statewide coordination.

At the Higher Education CommissiOn-We are suggesting that
.

.

tradition, formula-based funding, based upon, enrollment and square

footage, needs to bemaintailned bat needs to be supplemented. Ii

we sought and received a grant. We are one of the few statewide

. coordinating agencies in the nation with such a grant frpI the Fund
,

for the Improvement of Postsecondary'Education. We ire attempting to

find a way to build into foriiiula-based funding:ortain performance--

based, criteria to reward programs and campuses for jobs well done.

,
Like all "nontraditional" approaches it is met-With mixed feelings.

There are those wha want-it, andthere are those who don't Wan.tit.

There are thole whowould Want it if they could.gerit, but don't

want it. There are those Who would war it f they coultIxt it;,

but don't want it if they can't get It..

To cite 'mu:Ether example whiCh needs to bvconsidered in statewide
. .

af'fairs,,Qe are looking 'more carefully
r

at cooperative eduCatiOnal,

endeavorS throuihout 'the state. 'Many exist already, fortunately,-
,/ , . .

. '
without the heavy hand -of the state, of Tennessee thaw

, .

it. There are co8peratii?e:yeniOres between communityvcolleges
i
and

.

, ..
. ,

1
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. senior institutions. There are cooperative ventures and degree

programs between public and private institutions. The-relafe cooper-
%

native ventures between public comprehensive and private comprehensive,

and-P4Iit-noncomprehensive (whatever that is).and public comprehensive

and so on. it goes.

We feel that these kinds of approaches are realistic (albeit strange

in:some cases), are meaningUl, and can help avoid confusion to the

citizenry. ThuS,-I repeat one suggestion - nontraditional learning

should refer not only to courses and methodology c4ospecific courses,

but to systems

systems.

courses, systems of degrees, and even systems of

Second suggestion - we should make certain that something of

value is taught. And if it's not, it would be like my Uncle Macon,

who never went to college. I might add, he is,one of those=persons

kind of proud of that:-you have-to keep that in mind if you eVer.un

.across Uncle Macon. But that's not the case of some people.in his

family. So when someone came home very proud about what she had

learned' and wanted to demonstrate this, well Uncle Mac was, curious

and wanted to see it. What 'she had learned is that you could sit

around in a roam and feel of Aunt Mary's it'd and learn a great deal.
T

Uncle Mac was not very impressed. He said he had known foi. a long.,

but-that he .could feel of somebody andleary a great deal, but-that

wasn't what he ant Her off tO school to learn. There may be a great

deal of italue in feeling of ohe'S head, but it has to be explained in

simple. language tosomepeople. We should make certain whether it's
.

nontraditional or-traditional, that something Of value is taught.

Third, as a suggestion, you Est find a way to make your

6.9
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nontraditional apjroach politically accepted in terms of academic

politics. To do that, you have to keep in mind some of the factors

we mentioned earlier.

Four, we must avoid the temptation through nontraditional

1

approaches to give additional credit for things that probably don't:,,.

- I
: ,

need any credit. Don't misunderstand me. Credit/needs to be earned

.

4.-

-(
r,- _,

:.;mac.' 1
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. for much of what you will teach through nontraditional means. There

are a few who wonder whether it is of value to give-academic credit

for every experiencethe student sees,or faces. As a short footnote,

there are a few of us who are concerned about when every experience,

necessary and related to graduation had to quantified in a credit

basis. When that day came, we had two problems. First, we instilled'

in the student the mistaken notion that he4she-wi11 get credit for

everything in life, using the work credit in another way. Secondly,

the faculty began to expect to receive 'credit on the workload for

everything he or she did. There was a time when faculty members

contributed 'to an environment without any qeustion about some items
/ ,

being on the workload.

That's a very complex problem. We'should avoid the temptation

to stretch the notion of academic credit too far. If we &nit caution

ourselves in that regard some of us in the public sector will find

yet additional stateegislators deciding what we will be giving credit

for 'as they are beginning to do in other states. That,should be our

responsibility, and we must caution ourselves.

An additional suggestion - new -equipment, new technology, does

.not necessarily mean new ways Of *deciding, eluipment may not

change the manner in which some people make decisions. ,PuIspanother
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AS.
way--new equipment does not mean anew d It could mean that. It

also may mean a very frustrated day when someone doesn't understand

the equipment nor tries.- There are numerous %oblems when you try to

deal with any topics in anew way. Yet, it is essential for you to

pursue this field further.

Nontraditional learning, real learning or no learning? Yes, it's

real learning if its done properly, conscientiously, thrroughly, and

rationally. Remember, those in front are most exposed to the elements,

and thereby weathered the most. But remember also, in the process

of weathering all those beautiful minerals will-show, all those other

items that ardden under the covering will appear. If .there is

something of substance, it will appear even more radiantly after

weathering than before.

Shelly, who was mentioned earlier, had a problem.- He was bright.

His mother was asked,eAre.you going to send this child-off to ajaace

where he can learn to think for himself?" and she said, "Heavens no.

I should rather send him to a place where he would learn to think as

others do."

Why was that? It'was because he was a genius and she knew it. ,

He already knew how to think for himself.. He needed to learn how to

think as others do in order to have a kind, of balance and do something.

This is your problem and challenge. Being on the 'cutting.edge of

a new approach in whatever discipline, in whatever subject, in , wh"gt,

ever system is not easy. Who asked you-to do it the easy way? If you

think for-yourself you will get into trouble, that's for sure. but if

you think only as.others do, you will surely never be out of trouble.

It's time for us to change some of the trouble we have made for o-1---
'""'

Thank you very much. 71
.
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Dr. Jerry C. McGee
Middle Tennessee State University

Dr. Brown indicated that if someone has a question he will be

glad to field them. Do we have any questions? Thank you Dr. Brown.

I would like to thank the people sitting at the head table that I

did not introduce. Over OR my far right is Dr. Wrai, Buctranan;
...

next to him is Dr. John Prados. On my far left is Dr. Coy Hollis,

co-director of the conference, and Dr. Jack Carlton of MTSU, one

of my other boSses. Does anybody have any announcements or anything

we.need to share before we adjourn? Thank you for coming out.' See

you in the morning.

fir
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CHALLENGE FOR CREDIT

Qr. Walter Nelms
Jackson-State Community College

Challenge for credit, our topic for consideration,ds probably

not the most innovative topic which will be discussed here today.

Most institutions have some sort of a program by which a student may

earn credit for a course or courses without taking the course in a

_normal procedure. As far as innovation is concerned, I had much rather

to be talking with you about Jackson State's program in audiotutorial

biology, general communications laboratory, mathematics laboratory,

our simulated business cooperation, or some of the other aspects of

the institution'which I fell are more innovative than challenge for

credit.

Our topic is challenge for credit, however, and I suppose it is

important for someone to publicly state that their institution is

actively involved in a program to encourage students with competency

to seek college credit by challenging courses. We.do have such a

program, and it is active on our campus.

The basis for challenging`kcourse may be CLEF or some other

nationally recognized testing program, or it may be the work or

educational background of the individual student. The student mupt

demonstrate evidence of knowledge in the course he wishes to challenge.

The maximum number of hours by challenge. may not exceed sixteen

quarter credit hours. 4

A 'Currently enrolled' student may, upon the approval of an

instructor and his divisional chairman, challenge atourse for credit.

Competency in- the given subject must be presentedto the satisfaction
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of the instructor and divisional chairman before the course may he

Challenged. The student.must register for the course in order to

receive credit. The grade earned on the challenged course will be

recorded on the student's transcript. For example we allow onlyS.

hours of natural sciences through challenge. for credit. This means'

that he still has to take one course in the natural science area. We

will allow only six hours of English composition through challenge .

which means he still has to take one additional course. Six hours of

Social Studies, six hours of Humanities, other than Englishis and three

hours of MathematiCs. So'we haven't turned him completely loose, even

at the community' college, but it does make it possible for him to

earn credit.without following the traditional patterns. This credit

is. grant

In other

r a student cgmpleteS the additional courses required.

if based on his ACT test, the student wants to challenge

two quarters of Freshman English, he presents documentation ,to support

that, and we allow him, to take the third quarter of Freshman English.

Once this is successful and completed, he is awarded the additional

six hours in 1101, ,1102. Normally a student has to register for

courses he has challenged. Not in every situation but this is true

a normal'situation. Let me go through the procedures by which we

initiate challenge. for credit. First of all, the student must take

the initiative in requesting permission to challenge any course in the

college catalog, and at'this time any course in the catalog is

challengable. Second, this request must be supported by some sort of

doCumentation., Now this documentation does not have to be a transcript

or something of that nature. DoCumentatiolimay be .his discussion

with the facultymebber with. whom he is'going to work' and his Ability

7 4
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to persuade that faculty member that he does have the background

1

which would make it possible for him to successfully complete the

challenge for credit. The division reserves the right to substantiate

the documentation by'its own test be it oral or written. The fourth

point, the curriculum committee of the institution, which is a standing
)

committee, serves-as/the review committee for all questionable

challenges. Theie are-the institutional policiewhich apply. As part

of this presentation t is morning; I had originally planned forone

Of my divisional iairmen to talk with you briefly about the imple-
x

mentation of this policy, but he had illness in his family, and Was not

Able to come. At this time I would like to present to you Mr. Bentley,

Rawdon who is the chairman of our division of personni6ervices,

and he will give you the basis upon which the divisionS implement

challenge for credit.

r
Mr. Bentley Rawdon.

Jackson State Community College

Nothinglike starting off,the day as -a pinch, hitte. You've

heard some of the philosophical approaches to the "challenge for

credit." Now to the very traditional paper work that is involved in

the actual implementation of the program. This particular program
5

was in the area of social studies and educatiaR7Which coMprises an
4 *.

extremely laige division at Jackson State-Community College. Dr, Nelms

has already indicated that the initiative must be ,taken by the student.

The student may either seek out an individual-instructor or the

chairman of,the academic division and request that he or she be allowed

to challenge any given course for credit.. Once this initiative has
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.been taken, the divisional chairman-then-will approach one, two, up

to four members of the, subject matter area for-consultation purposes.

The student will then complete a very simple fOrm requesting that he,

or she be allowed to challenge a course for credit.

As Dr. Nelms indicated, normally, the student has to register-

for the course just as if he were in the traditional clasSroom setting.

.01-rice the paperwork has been handled, the Chairman of the academic

division will then interview the student to try to get some greater

understanding as to the background, the area pf work experience,

previous learning experiences, other courses -of a similar>nature that .

may have been taken in some other area. Once,ail the/mechanics haVe

begun to spin, the wheels, are turning, the divisional chairman along

with the committee that has been appointed will then decide whether

or not the student has a legitimate basis for challenging a tradi-

tionally taught course.
k

There are many reasons why a student may want to challenge a

course. Dr. Nelms has indicated it may be because of work `experience,

a back log of data orinforagion, or it may be that a student needs

a given course or courses in order to complete the traditional course

load in order tograduate. It may be that the stuaeni.needs certain
4

prerequisites in'oider to go into an area of interest or to transfer

to a senior institution. Any of these reasons we consider legitimate

and valid. Once the- student hit indicated that there is'a need;, and
.

the_paperwork has been completed, there area number of ways in which

the actual challenge can take place. The,stUdent maybe asked to do

independent studies. Hely-be asked to complete many assign'ments'of

an independept study nature. He-may also be required to establish

65
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periodic meetings with the divisional chairman and othermembers of

the instructional. staff and both in writing and orally to communicate
. .

the result of that independent-study. He may be allowed to take only

one comprehensive examination, either at the beginning or at the end

of the quarter, depending upon the amount of expertise he brings with

Minor her. And then in the final analysis, if the student indicates

by either verbal examination, written examination, reports of independent

study, that he or she has mastered certain segments of the course

content, but perhaps has not mastered other areas within the course

content, additional independent study may be assigned in order.to

strengthen the area of we4nesses. Once all of these things have been

completed, the examinations have been administered, the oral and written

reports have.been collected, the committee has met and talked, or

whatever else goes on in committee meetings, the decision is ultimately

reached. 'This student has indicated that he or she has successfully. .

mastered in a nontraditional manner, the content of the course or

courses -that have been challenged. Once all the work 'is in, the.

committee discusses the amount of expertise demonstrated by the

% individdhl stmdentothen in conjunction with the divisional chairman

the grade is wediMmended. Once the concenses has.been 'reached, it

is the responsibility of the divisional chairman to relay the concenses

to the Dean of the c011ege. The two of.theM then go over the documen-
t

tation and arrive at, the final letter grade to be awarded. At that

point, the second part of the form that I mentioned earlier is ccapleted,

the amounts of credit assigned and the grade is assigned. It is-then

returned to the Records Office for reporting and becomes a part.of

the permanent transcript. Now, all of the docuwentation\is kept on
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file in the divisional office of the academic chairman. Pi may he

challenged by any member of the committee or by any other member of

the instructional subject matter in case there is any type of fraudulent

work on the part of the student or any doubt by any of the members

of the committee that the work has been completed unsatisfa ctorily. ,

It may also be reviewed or previewdd by the student if-he feels that the

grade has been unjustly awarded. very brief nutshell or capsule,

. that's what-happens in a challenge course'. We are not here-to say

that this is going to take the place of traditional classroom exposure

to'a given instructor: Rut it does and has often times proved to he

very beneficial' for students who for some reason or the. other. have

gotten themselves into a bind. They've coup 'a on graduating, theyvve

changed their major, any number of thingg which you all know can

happen. HePe they are ready to graduate, allthg people they are

-friendly'with are graduating and they are not going to get to march.

The*neednumber of hours; This has given at least one avenue by
4

which this can be circumvented.

The Dean has'already indicated to you that many of our students

have a vast amount of Work experience. We find this particularly

true in the area of data processing-or in accounting. People that

have been praCtitioners for a number of .years without benefit of.the

formal credentials that traditionally go along with these kinds of

behavior. A person can then demonstrate proficien .in this area and

receive corlege credit for it. And it is beneficial, not only to the

student but .t o the institution as we attempt, as you are attempting;

to come up with innovative and 14Ontraditional-approaches in the field

of education. This is basically:what has happened. We'll enter
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questions if you have any at a later date. I would just mention

briefly that'thig\grade is recordedon the student's transcript es a
*

normal grade would be recorded and it is not identifiable in this

. .

fashion although the procedure *and the, paperwork is maintained in the

student personnel folder. Thank you.

41.114.1..
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INDIVIDUALIZED EDUCATION PROGRAM

Dr. Jean Groetzinger
The University of Tennessee at Chattanooga

I'd like td give you a little bit of background on the individualized

education progrdm: has been operating, at the University of Tennessee
ti

at Chattanooga for three and a half years, and obviously it" his changed

somewhat because it has grown. It originally started with a pilot

group of 30 community action agency employees in January of,1972. The

primary function at that time was to encourage adults to .enter or

retgrn to college. What We tried to do was to assist them in ongoing

', counseling and academic advising. Many of these People were full

time employees, taking courses in the evening and their time was very

limited. It was very important that they got accurate-information',

ant academic advising / so that they would not take courses where they
#

. /

might be wasting their time or the very little money that they had:

In addLtion to this original group of 30 community action agency'

employees, 8:more enrolled at the University in September of 1972, and

then 65 more joined us in January of 1973. It was at this time that

we added a second function, to the individualized education program

and that was coordinating the process of awarding, elective credit for

work experience or inservice training.

It was also at this time that 41.men and women who were not

7.
associated with the community action agency, enrolled at UPC. Our

program has grown tremendously in a Olort period of tithe-, and in'

August of 1974, a full time 4ialector was-hired-to direct the'prbgram:

In thislast year, we've tried to formalize-many of the procedures

involved/with the individualized prograMt In particular, the credit
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awarding aspect, and I'd likto just go,through a little hit of that

with you. To be involved in credit awarding the advocate must be 21

years of age or older and beenrolled in at least one-course at UTC.

I. hope we're not discriminating by stating age 21, but We feel that

very often, young people of 17, 18, or 19 just haven't had sufficient

work experience. They've picked up the summer jobs that they could

get, and as a result their work experience will probably not be of

the caliber we're looking for. So they must be 21 and enrolled a

course at UTC. When the applicant comes to us we request letters of

verification: Let me show you a sample. (Holds up letter). I have

more of the material with me if you would like to see it later. They

are given a packet of material. This is the first page. Let's take

the example of an individual who has been working as a secretary for

4 or 5 years and is applying to achieve work exiierience: We stiggest'

to her that she take this 'sheet to her employer and ask* him to write

to us giving us this kind of information. She can also apply for

inservice trainint_credit. Again, we need ,letters 'of verification.

We need certificates, xeroxed certificates indicating,the program,

the content of the program, tkie mumber,of hours in attendance. We

have other categories such as volunteer work and n that-ease what

we're looking for is a person who has been in 'a-
,

position of responsibility

in a volunteer capacity. They probably worked hardei than those, of

us that have been paid, They just haven't been paid. There are some

other categories that I'll get to in just a minute, but that is an'

r
example.

Once we get theperson's applivtion, which is only two pages in

length,' containing the usual' vital statistics and letter of verification,

O



from their employers we then send a recomm6dation' f r consideration

for credit to a faculty evalUation te. Now, w;e'Xi go hack to the

example of the secretary. In her case, her foidet would go to the.,

facUlty evaluation team in 0 ice Administration,4 This is a person

who has been woiking w 4BM with some Capacity with compUters. TV

would then go over to our Computer Science faculty. If it is a

who has been working as a teachers aide, the folder will then

be evaluated by a faculty evaluation team in Education. It is the

faculty in every case that determines whether the person gets 'credit .

and how much credit they get. 1e-is elective credit. The fold

will be returned in approximately eight weeks.

3.

The applicant is notified twice. The first time' when thpAra

folder leaves the office.and:goes to an evaluati. team. Wenotify '

the person that,the folderds out of the of 'c , and to what depart-

ment or departments it. may have gone: mmediately when the folder is

returned we again indicate to t adult by letter that the folder 'has

been returned and whether,the person has received any credit, In

()Her for credit re iyet1 to go on the permanent transcript the

student must y $5.00 per credit. awarded. There is no grade assigned.

Anothe 'hing that we've done during the'1974-75,!year is to make it

ssible for a student to ge't equivalent credit and. pir speak:On401

ebriefly about this.

Then are occasional times when a student's work experithice

dupliCates to a great degree the course content in both the practical

and the theoretical. At the faculty member's discretion, they can

82
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,

indicate that-they feel that this person warrants equivalent credit.

They will examine that 'person.in a variety of ways. It may be

normally, through diicussing; talking with the,person ;. It may be

,

through a CLEP exam. It may be through a departmental proficiency

exam.

A third area that we've worked in'this year is that of giving

equivalent credit for National Certificate programs. We have a number

of adults in the greater Chattanooga areawho hold National cerrift-
a

cates'from organizations, such as LOMA, Life Office Managepent

oiation.:, Early last.year, the faculty and business administration:

got together, reviewed all the textbooks that were-used in the LOMA

exam. It's a very lengthy, program, taking well over a year to complete%

Theyireview the exams that are used, as well as the textbOoks. In

many cases we -found they Were using the same textbooks in the LOMA

program that were used in he academic courses at UTC. Anyone who _

successfully completes-all of the LOMA Certificate receives 21 equiva-

lent hours in business administration. If there iS"someone who has
e

, . .
.

passed-the Certified Professional Secretary's exam, another extremely
a

rigorous program, they can receive 22 equivalent hours office

administra tion. We are now looking at AIB which is as sgdiated with
.

banking. Also at LUTC and CLU, which is associated with ithsurance.

The maximum credit allowable is 45 hourt. I guarantee you I have

never seen anyone who-received 45 hours.'However, it is possible

through work experience, inservioe thinihg, volunteer experience,

certificate,programs, CLEP, Or-departmentlfproilcjepcies. The m aximum
t

'allowabIe.tredit for -.work experience.is 12 hours. That is less than

a college'semester at UPG.;Tre maximum they can receive for inservioe

..
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training is 30 hours. In general, we say 45 clock hours of attendance

at a good inse'rvice training ptogram is the equivalent ef one elective

hour of college credit. Let me give yOu few statistics.,. Since

-January 1st of 19,72.through June 30 of 1975, we've awarded 3,190

credits. These credits have been awarded to 435 persons and if my

math is correct, that averages out to about 7 credits per individual.
,

I should add that there are a number of individuals who the'faculty

felt did not warrant credit and did not get credit. It is not a

blanket stamp saying "yes" you get credit'.. I think out age ca nge.is
4

fascinating. - -In tfie.last year,--we-have had women ranging in age from .

23 to 63 ;.-Iil.ranaeragege of 36. The age-range for men this past
t

tr

.year has been ,21 to -71 and the- average.-zge,has- t)een-30'. -.. In the last
- -' --. .: ..... ' _-_--- . ,

., % .- ....f1SCa1.ear, 56% of the participants hay-eh-e'en men4hd 441 have been

1-;:_,There Are.

what concerned

3 functions t.Q the_ .individualized -programe. -,Pm some-

that at tims_peoplp_thjukwitr's-on4y-creilit -Aartling.

the opportunity far: credit ivardirrg.r :There.aretwo other aspects

and one is to 'inform Ole-domApkity-Of what iseavailahle. dthis

through radio; newspaper,,. a: brochure .fiat you may have seen at

. . .

our booth, that you're most welcome to pick up. Three and l/2 years

ago;*tWe started.with one employer) theitimmtinity ActiOn Agency': .,,This /.

N.It.:
-1 . . .

.
, ,-

'9I __:-I--/Aar %I, had 22 employers_rekresated in our adult students. .A second
7,

.. -
-,,' ,' .

. ,

.. -
tiction and-to-ms a very. important one, is that/ of helping adults

, . . ,
, __--

e

mike 'the transition into college life. I go homehappy every day
.

i- 16ok--:".bgsause .at the .struggle that so many of these people are making.

- .
.

..*-They2are working, they` are going to school, and they know what' they're
d

doing,' It's interesting to see that acidemidlPy they're averages '
4

1
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are generally higher than the 17 or 18 year old and I don't think

that's surprising! -They have a sense of purpose.

It's vef' important that the director of a program such as this

be acceSihle to adults, which means that I work two evenings a week.

I view my role as matchipg adult students with faculty and adminis-

trators, who can answer their questions. I, am not in a position to

advise an adult student on what courses they should take in.physics,

but I do think that I can give this student the name of someone in

the department so that, they can get the answers they needs Obviously

there are some answers we can give them. When is registration? How

do you survive it? How do you pay fees? Where do you park so you

don't get your car towed away? That's a question I'm still asking.

I think the other thing that.I should mention that so far has

been very successful is trying to help adults adjust and make the .

transition Into college life: At the beginning of each semester, we

have anTadult orientation program. It is comparable to the freshman
A

orientation. The whole purpose of it is to try to answer the_questions

that adults-are going to have. How do I buy books? Where is'the
4.

A
'bookstore ?? :-110w tp get through registration? There are some others

that I call gilt levet questioifs that they don't Always verbalize.

.

Am I too old to learn? I think my mem9ry's shot, what can I do
.

about that? Will 18 year olds accept me? How are the faculty going
., .

to act toward me if I am alder than they are? We have a half day

wo.rkshop- and communicate with the adults in advance. We'ask them what

their_anticiyated major may be. Wethen-ask faculty, one faculty

er from each department to come anokbe available to give the any

academic assistance they may need. We also Onerally, have at least
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five current adult students there, wd in all honesty they're the ones

that run the adult orientation program because they have been, there.

They have a way of saying what it is that the adults need to hear.

They really do tell it like it is. They may say to them, "0K, if

you're employed fulltime and- have A-family, you're going to have to

learn how to budget your time." And since t y've learned how to

budget their time, or have to some degree, they it down and maybe

work with them on this. They have also very k J dly liven out their

. phone numbers to new adults and said call me any/hour of.the day,

if you need to talk to someone. One of the p ms we've found is

that many adults get a little panicked before that first exam, and

sometimes it helps to be able to turn to another adult student who

feels like they have blown it, too.* So we do have them available

and from what I understand, many of our'new adult5tudents'haye called

our older adult students who dre more familiar with the courses and

the campus..Obviously,I'm very much for the indiyidualized education

program. I have found in the ast-year that the majority of them

start out taking one course, a three credit course, and they're in

orbit by the next semester and want to take 12 hours.

They're a delightful group of people to work with and are very

responsive. --I think there's a value right there in knowing that there

are people who want to go tq school and you can maybe make the task

`\\ a little bit easier for them. If you want to look at it'in financial

terms, any_adUit student who would like to apply for elective credit

needs to be enrolled in a course. That is $72.00 at UTC if they take

-a three credit course. In terms of simply assisting them in counseling

and academic advising; there's no cost involved. I feel that many who,'
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have worked in the practical work world have learned a great deal and
.

zshould be able to receive some credit. I would like to emphasize that

the faculty. pot only look at pract,ical experience, but theoretical

experience, too. . ff You're.interested in this program and would like

more information, there's a tearoff'sheet on the back of the brocPthure

and nopostage due. We'll be glad to send you the -material.

c-+

'

,
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OPERATING ENGINEERING APPRENTICESHIP/ASSOCIATE DEGREE

ry
Mr. Carroll Marsalis

Roane State Community College

Thank you Dr. Bowen. I'm not sure whether or not this is

the point in the program where, "You ain't seen nothing yet,"

.
happens, but this program is different, I assure you. rst,-

of the description given in *the brochure may be Mislead-

.

ing. Ttii report'invofves the dual enrollment, concept. At

the'offset, a feii definitions and comments.are in order. Dual

enrollmentforpurpoSes of this paper mad' be described as the

concurrent enroll:meta of a student .in' a' special associate degree

program with floalieState Community College'in the TVA apPrentice-

shipk program for operation engineers., Second, the operating

engineers UniOs an,AFL-CIOraffiliated'craft union, ccincerned.
, \

primarily.With ConStructione grading,and'PaVing, plant equipment

operatiohs,,heavy,dUty heavey, equipment operations °.

Third,-the'major'program goal is to provide an opportunity for

the student to complete the apprenticeship requirements of t

union and at the same time receive an.associate.degree. Fourth,

a secondary goal is to demonstrate at the terminatitWof the

pilot project, that the dual enrollment concept can be utilized

in other crafts by joint'working agreements between labor union

organitationt and institutions,of higher learning. The. official

. name of this pilot project is entitled, the'Rbane-State COmmunity,

CollegeTennessee Valley Authoiity Operating Engineer International

AFLCIO.Dual Enrollment Associate of Science Degree Ptogram.

.A better,iitle might be Philosophical Integrationin training.

77
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This_is a cooperative higher education model con4tructed by three seem-

ingly divergent agencies'with few char4cteristics in common.

As perceived by he -lay public, the relationship between organized

labor and government has been one characterized by such terms
4

as the Wagner Act, Taft Hartly Acts Landrum Griffin Act,

collective bargaining,strikes,.injunctions, arbitration,

International Labor RelatiOns Board. The relationship between

government and higher education has generally been viewed from

,the standpoint of constrtiction grants, matching funds, inking

treatments pending proposals, and quarterly.repoft eadlines.

In the past, only in rare instances,,wAS any attention given

to a. possible partnership involving organized, labor in higher

education, After all,' the basic goals of. both, at least 011

4 the surface, appear,to be incompatible, From the beginning,

0

s_

a major objective of this dual enrollment,program was' to offset

the traditional stereotyping of the phree,Agencies*. involved and to

set-in motion a concerted educational effort, fotirided upon a

-sDZid triangular philosophical, base.'

The 'foundation woik for the consortium was initiated by the

,L&ional Joint"ApOenticeship and Training Committee for

Operating Eilgineer, located in Washington, D.C. Thii committee,

one_of many, maintained by'the operating engineers craft union

successfully Petitiohed.the Office dr Research & Development,

Manpower Administration of the U.S. Department of Labor for
-.

funds to-sonduct a national study to 'investigate the dual enroll-
.

.

ment concept.rtt 197t. 'During the tourse of the study, the. offices

.

. ,
o of the

,

4rettors of Personnel, in Cohstruction for theTenfiessee
`" .%

,(31)

.
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Valley Authority, became interested in the concept as a tiniqw

educational idea, and contacted appropriate porsonnel 31-'444,4441,4

_ .

State Community 'College for the purpose of soliciting inputs

that might be pertinent to the findings being generated by

the manpower research. Thus, one vitallinkage in the chain

had been established. Late in 1973:the findings of a national

joint apprehticeship and training committee were published in

final form.' An exerpt from their report reveals the fol,lowing

t#:

,statementt and I quote, "The, essence Of education is to permit

an individual to become all that he may become, limited only

by his taleneand ambition." The construction industry and our

country need individuals with a broad base of knowledge of the

industry and their trade, as well as general,preParatiOn

for a role as an enlightened member of societ
If

_is in the

best iliterest_of the individual in our societyjtstructure
-

education in such a, fashion as to permit-each individual to

maintain the maximum number_ A f_Japt ions for career and v cationa 1

; #

opportunitieS as_ is possible.
4

The dual enrollment plan maximtigtient'by the enroll-,

ee in pursuit of knowledge byrecognizi

merit aS a completej;Prentice an

1is initial achieve-
_-

year undergraduate"

completor at the game time. The enrolle may at some tilde

during his lifetime wish to choose career in.whie event his

.

accredited associate degree will be ,appli

degree. Surprising to some, the findings

able to a higher'

et fOrth:ia'ihe study

- were compatible with 'higher education as perceive ii-and

. should be. enumerated in community college atalogs:'
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Thus, recognizing the associate degree as an Ideal instrument

to use i'n'the overall dual enrollment program, the final ingred-

7
ient had been'added for multiple agency cooperation on an

experimental pilot plan basis. In 1974, in a move spearheaded

by the personnel and construction divisions of TVA and the

Office of Research in Education for the International Union of

Operating Enginetrs a series of meetings were held in ving the

three agencies to evaluate the data, to determine the need for

establishing an expbrimental program, if feasible, and subse-

quently to develop an, action plan for implemention. In short,

the action plan included an agreement in principle by TVA

management, regional and national union' tepresentativeS and

Roane State and its Board officials. The following steps involve

- the development of general program characteristits agreed upon

by the three agencies. These characteristics included the

following items:

1. The continuation of the apprenticeship work
experience program at the same level as recommended
by the central joint council on apprenticeship .

for the Tennessee Valley Authority.

2. The continuation at the same level of the educationally
related training program for apprentices which
is conducted by journeyman instructors at
approximately 200 hours per year.

3. The-conversion of the InternationalAOperating
Engineer Training Program into college credit.

4. The development of a general education corp
for the program. After considerable-research

4 and numertids meeting's, a curricultun was developed
and approved by appropriate parties. The program,
of study included a general core comprihed of
33 quarter hours of worguin the humanities and

. .social sciences,and Certain technical subjects.
A, professionaloperating engineering core of

. --17 hours vas also adopted. In addition, fOur
operator options were included-as-a-part of the

'
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program. The curriculum called for a total of

102 *tarter hours. The Watts Bar nuclear dam
construction site located & miles southeast of.
Spring City wasselected as a location for the
'pilot project. Uouse trailors were moved on
site by TVA and converted into classrooms for
the project. As apart of the final arrangements,
the following conditions were advanced and enthusL
dasticlly approved by all concerned parties.

(1) That all the general e cation courses would
be'taught by regular fa ulty members of

Roane State. Roane State would be responsible
for their salaries and travel.

(2) The operating engineers courses would-be
taught by a joUrneyman instructor from Roane
State.. salaries and classroom cost would
be born by TVA.

(3) Field experiences for apprentice on-the-job
work would be allowed up.to 34 quarter hours
,Credit covering a 9 quarter period. The

actual time spent on the job was to be
certified 'to the Roane State instructors
by the job steward.

{4) A steward costwould be paid by TVA.
(5) .The operating engineer.international

union would supply the apprentices and
pertinent classroom materials.

(6) That the apprentices must meet the regular
entrance requirements as studnnts at Roane

State:
(7y Upon successful completion of the program, '

the students would satisfy their apprentice-,
ship requirements and at the same time be
awarded an Associate of Science Degree.

During the summer of 1974, the physfcal facilities were ready.

Special claSses in instructional methodology were' held for the

journeyman instructors by specialists from the TVA construction and

personnel tr ping offices. Twenty two: apprentiCes were selected for

the pilOt program. With, the full cooperation of all agencies, the

dual \enrollment program at the Watts Bar nuclar dam construction

site was launChed in September, 1974.''At the present time, nineteen

Students are .stall in the program.: Most of the 'students have complete V

half of their general educatfon courses, almost all of their profe(sional

o

-

1
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operating engineer core courses and most of their fieldwork. The
4

operator options will he completed next year.

Based capon evaluations by the students and all three agenecio,;

involved in the project, the program objectives set forth during the

planning phase have been met today. Some problems have been

encountered. Hopefully, most have been remedied. In conclusion,

what isthe significance' of dual enrollment. As stated in the

original objectives, it certainly prdvides added incentive for the

apprentice and aids in the development of a more productive employee.

However, from an educational standpoint the chief value may lie in

possiblijties that now exist with respect to joint,union and higher

education'action. Hopefully, this program has helped open the door.

Thank you.
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UNIVERSITY YEAR AcrION

Dr. Levi Jones
Tennessee State University

Because of the allotted time for the presentation, whAt I

would like to do is give an overview of Tennessee State University's

Yearfor Action Program with thehope that this will generate

specific qUestions from you. I an going to spend quite a bit

of time in the initial discussion tallang.about the federal

agency called ACTION because.two or three:nontraditional learning

programs reflect the guidelines as stipulated by this particular
4

federal agency. Tennessee State University's nontraditional

learning program began during the aademic year 1974-75 with a'

grant from the ACTION agency. Since that time more than fifty

.4utlents are now participating or have partiei-pated.in the program.

Before discussing-some of the specific features,ofthe program

let me just talk a jittle_bit/about how we became involved in

the ACTION program and then,what ACTION s all -aboilt.
1 ,

ACTION was established in July, 1972. This is a federal independent

agency designed to streamline federal volunteer programs'such_

as Volunteers in Service to America, Retired Senior Volunteer

programs, and many other domestic programs, 'including the .

UniverSity Year for Action of which the TSU program is a part

.-
is,Section 112 of the DomestiC Service Act of 1973. The ,

University Year for Action is an anti-poverty prokram

the United States is divided into ten regions. The state of

Tennessee is located in region'IV, with headquarters in Atlanta,

Geoftgia.

94 *.
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Now what are some of the basic.premises of this federal

program. The Uaiversity Year for Action seeks-to develop' with

college§
.

and universities an effectiveimethodfor utilizing

student volunteer manpower in alleviating poverty.. 'Also,

participating colleges and universities must develop experimental

-learning situations that would permit student Volunteers to

work full time in community poverty projects. Students goin,g

into the University,Year for Action Program must be in the pro-

- gram one full year, Irk the community Sects the 'student

volunteers that are assigned must be responsive to community!

identifiecineeds. TheUniyersitieS artd colleges that receive'

three years of support 'from-theACTION agency must institutional-.
ize manr of the basic features of the federally funded program,.

Alto,the.universty that received federal money must utilize

JI

and meet 0% of the federal funds to provide students with allow-77

ance and trawel to and from projects. In light of these

basic premises with federal' agencies, :Tennessee State University,

:developed a committee to work with the ACTION agency.

In November, 1973, a-proposal was developed for a planning

grant. this, particular planning grant `submitted 6y TennesSee
.

State-University was approvedand cceked, After we got the
4,

funds ,we started having numerous meetings With members cif the

s!community, to determine exactly what some of the community

' needs were. Out of thcSe Meetings' with community representatives

we identified four major areas in which' they thought TennesSee
c

State University should provide volunteer manpower. They were

AS follows:,

3'
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I. Drug education for teenagers.

2. Career education information for teenagers.

3. Working with juvenile delinquency.

4. PrOblemS-of the elderly people.

As needs were identified, the planning staff at Tennessee

State University began to contact agencies that were already

doing work in these major areas. The planning staff, for

example, met with the director of the public school system of

Nashville-Davidson County to see if it was possible for

Tennessee State University to place some of our students in

the public high schools, especially in the career education

program and drug education program. In addition, we met

with repreAntatives from Meharry Medical Complex because .

Meharry at the time had what they called kriatric Out Reach'

Program. We wanted tb find out from them if they would ,

4 accept some of 'our student volunteers. 'After we had several

-,
meetings with these various agency representatives and they

agreed, that they would accept student volunteers from .7ivir ,

7 to

Tennessee State then, an Official contract was signed by

these agencies and the' representatives from Tennessee State.

What we wanted' the agencies to do was ,to' commit themselves-.ta

,, in thentsnccepting our itude- agencies from-the endpoint .

t ,. 0,

-
..of providing 414k, today supervisioh for our stpBents. , That

they'al'loW, them to pursue .the specific proje'cts that had'

been ass fined them. Also provide themwith'office space so

, f
,

that they could really do the jo%ethai we wanted them to' do. ...

'After wa entered the contract, the igre ent-mas,formally

(

3
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0.

reached, the planniiig staff at Tennessee State University

submitted another proposal to the ACTION agency for'an

operational grant.. This particular grant was.approved and

on June 12, 1974, we began to approve students for the program.

One of.the major innovative.features,of the grant that

we applied'for was that students had to be allowed to work

full time for the agency and receive academic credit.- So,

the U.Y.A. staff at Tennessee State University met with the

administration at the University to get some kind of guidance

as how we could do this. The administration at Tennessee

State appointed an academic committee. The purpose of the

academic committee was to work out a developed strategy that

would allow the'studentS Am Tennessee State'University to
)

receive academic credit whilethey were participating in this

program. And what they recommended was that we develop an

independent study approach whereby students would -go to a .-

particular professor, And work out some kind of contractual ,

arrangement that would allow the students to work full time

in the project and also get some kind of academic credit. '

The Other major approach that, they recommended was that

.students going to 6A program utilize the regillar course

offerings of each department. That would lend themselves

to outside classroom study where students could develop

-weekend projectS orotheT special reports.. .In this particula'r's
JO . 4' .

strategy the student would not necessarily have to attend

,. class. In addition therSeggested that we Would take students .......

,
t

4
who were Primarily iiiniot and. TheratiOnale being ., e

'
-

_. . , . .

-, Q
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that juniors, seniors should have all of their general

education requirements out of the'way. Therefore, their

schedule would be a lot more flexible. One of the problems

that we had to contend with was the federal guideliolieS for

this program that stipulated that no students going into the

program should suffer in any way. This included not graduating

on time or falling behind other students who have not gone

.into the program. So we had to develop strategies so

that students would go into this program and would not

suffer those kinds of problems.

One of the things we developed to protect the students

going into the prOgram was a formal contract that th students

and the instructor woul sip: On this document the instructor

spelled out,exactly what- they expected that particular Student

to do in order to get a grade at the end of the semester.

In recruitinesiudents we tried to focus-upon students who
,

had similar kinds of academic needs. So during the first

.

academic year, 1974-75, we tended. to recruit st ents in the

\--s-cheo-1---of sciences, specifically from.the sociology,

welfare, political science and psychology departments.

-Focty7eight percent of the students in the program that year

camq.out of the Sociology Department, thii:ty percent from

the Social Welfare Department. However, this year we hive

not. followed the strategy that we used the first year.

If you look at the students in our program they represent;

eleven different departments with only four students from

Sociology, thiee from Social Welfare, and/the rest fr

87' ./ ,
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the other departments. By and large they come from all over

the university.

One of the other things that the UYA staff wanted to do

was place students on projects an orksites that were

compatible to their majors and minors. Foreexample,

the majority of the psychology and criminal

justice students were placed on projects dealing with

juvenile delinquency.. We placed these students but at the

Crimson Youth Home'which is aAltome for delinquentiboys
IV

betWeen the ages of 14-and ft, In addition, these social

welfare and other students were also-placed in agencies

that tended to perform certain tasks that relate4 to their

academic background. All students gbing into the University

Year of Action Program during the first year receive ttte

Minimum of 15 semester hours for each regular session and a

minimum of.6 semester hours during the summer session. \

During the first operational year no student suffered any

academic set back in terms of not being able to )earn

credit for the courses they needed to maintain their normal

progression through the university.' In f.aCt, all students

.41

who entered the program who were seniqand planning to

graduate in May, 1975, did so. In taking grade point averages .

of students when they entered the program and upon leaving

the program, the data suggests there was marked improvement

in aiMost all the students grade point average during the

first operational year. In fact, these data suggested that

mbit'ofthe students performed better iri,the nonclassroom

99
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'situation than in the traditional classroom situation. The

staff wanted,. during the first operatienal, year, to see if

certain students performed better than .dthers. We,did not

recruit just all A students and B students. We also recruited

students who were so-called marginal students. The data

indicated that all of the students did quite well and the

marginal students did even better than some of the'A E B

studentS in terms of being able to do the academic assignments

outside of the nonclassroom situation.

In closing let me say a few words about the academic

components and work.asSignMents. .In general, all of the

special reports and research projects. that the instructors

assigned student volunteers were'related to work assignments.

f.

Consequently this should have made the -acetic assignments

much more meaningful. The University Year ction staff

facilitated the functional relationship between the academic

employment and work assignment by closely scrutinizing the.-;":

students major and 'minor interest prior, to a final

volunteer project. For example, and I indicated this before,

students majoiring aril minoring in criminal.justice.and psychology
-

would find work on projects related to thOst areas such as

juvenile delinquency.', therefore, based upon the 4tUOnt's

major and mina' and demonstrated interest,:. they were place&

in one of the following sites: career eduoati611, drugeducation

in unifs Located in the various high school$ such as Moore

High, Pearle High, and Washington Jr. High; qerietric

Outreach program through Meharrx,Medicala0p10 and the

11.
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,
.

2

Iuveniie delinquency reglam sponsored: by the 'Spencer Youth

Center.
./

Indeed, the ftttictiottai ,relationship
t : - . t

assignments 'and the ir.tiri asSigriments generated an
,

s'....

ioideimit ash.gnment .bore meapngfUl...tO !skuatni$:.' -
. ,

1
Ih dey:31,o0 4g 'project assignments eae.b:Sti4dent was giVen

, . . .
`'. spec ;a gttments ir it fi in agencies Thy ija a

. ,

i . l .

'.. supervi&ors 11-14 iitonitOrerVthej.r. activities so :that: ire. did:
ti, - . ,i :,. !..- %

not have 'peOple in -variati agencies 'just deaging*:itiy.,
- . ,-... .

Whit ever'the*':agencr. wanted ..:them :to,'d0;,, 'Every student:bad' d
... . . :

, s :,... , . . .- ' , :' -; , speafic amate: and path' duritig tfie: *.entiri -stay in the -
. , . ...-:, '.,. . - . .

UniVeritty,','Yeat Action 'ro ram ;

.

' ,

.
:

a
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AUDIO-TuTOIAL MATH

Dr. Irene-Millsaps
Cleveland State Community College

--I think it will take me about 15 minutes to get accustomed

to standing here. I intend to present this nontraditional

topic in a most traditional. manner. You are not expected

to gain 100% mastery,at this time but we do invite you to

come to Cleveland State to review and check on what I have to

say here today. The beginning of the Audio-Tutorial

Mathematics Program:at Cleveland State g out of the

desire of mine, since the beginning of my teaching career,

to teach mathematics in such a way that each student could

learn to understand as he progressed step by step through the

course. It was made possible by the availability of suitable,

published materials and financial suppOrt provided by.Cleveland

State. The mathematics instructors at Fullerton Community

College in California developed most of the materials which

we used. Merrill'Publishing Company published the first of

these in 1970. They p ish all of the materials that we

currently use. During one of the session meetings of the

1971, meeting of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics

in Anaheim, California I heard the authors tell of their

experience with the elementary algebra materials'in classes

at Fullerton Community College. I began again to make plans

for,an audio-tutorial mathetatics program at Cleveland State.

In May of 1971, we'were-fortunate to be able to purchase

somematerials and equipment to make A start, but a year



--a half

-delayed

iiddatestudy it the University ennessee-
_

roject.2_ In the string of__1973, -I-managed t ire

materialS for. the, first time with about-18= students in

.,
.s.... -:

= - '..:
.. t .

' 4: -

beginning algebra. Perhaps I shouldnit tell you this,_but.

the-drop7oUt_raIe_thatt.quarter was quite large and was very

disc uragingito me, but the encouragement received from the

numerous comments..bi several studentsiMpIxing that for. the-

'first time they were able to learn and understaqg

-

caused me to want-to continue the project and make it work:

students came to see me to insist that we continue in

spite of the discouragement which they suspected that-/

'felt. Some checking into the drop out problem led me to

believe that it was possibly not theresult of the method.

r-
We started this program in a very small room and expanded

into a biology laboratory the following summer. We now

have-a large room about 25''x 50' equiped with 30 chairs,
;111

.

tape players, instructor's desk, assistant's desk, and...-----

storage and filing cabinets. We have five day sections of

_ _ ---
audio-tutorial classes each meeting six hours per week and-

.

-four evening sessions meeting ?our hours for one night

each week'. In each of these sections we offer ten different

courses by audio-tutorial instruction. These courses are

basic arithmetic and three technical mathematics courses

which include, arithmetic and elementary geometry, algebra,

and trigonometry. Mathematics for allied health, elementary

algebra, intermediate algebra, college algebra, college'

..

#0.

trigonometry, and general, applied statistics arse also offered.
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' ., "" '. , - ::'0,11.e.2o#)tI!,e. moSt '54014)fkcint, aspeCts of the Individualized,
:. .s.Pihoirittil:.iss..the: freedok with which\ it' all.owS, you to

- ps,.; '..stUcly.,04 'nieth4ng,tin which 3,44g' re \ truly interested.
gb. ' ' ' -.. .7cliis Ueseplom is %especial ly :ittpartanf if you are at

- .- ' fro .-. '-- . A..''..rha :pOiat Of-Xle-claring' yoqr 'major and find yourself
` -... .4 - '-i. -;;unalge rd1 makil a. corritment Oi. any of the ,programs_ - _ .. . -

.

, . ,:
.. -..

. pr stel y
NOAf_

t e red by the' College.. By designng yourur
. ' . satn personal,' Pisogian; jiu.-can' continue your college '

. . /,CTeer. Not ".15t wItti.,a sepas o- obligation, but

.. . .:
-:::-

.41-With a - fRelilig -9t. 'inVolvemerit , satisfaction, and fun!"
... . .. : .. -.... . %.' ... 4 -: . .... . ; ..... ,; s '..

. .
o garlibr -1 mehtiOned a' prcrxtam in .C.ross Cultural Studies..

. : --... - 1 ..... .-. - 0 : .,. .1., . \ . . .,. ...
, - ..., 'The' stuaent .deVelovect a'Prograniwhich employed courses. and
.... `- - .. .

faculty from -nlia.ezdTArt:ments Shej4gepae'd herself to undertake
- -.

". research-that she was able to fund.'-in part, with a 'McClure
.

Awa-r-a. "She 6S ent-nie i.4 Copy' of her final report' with the following
. .

...:.
...

. 0. 1,.. .
se

.. . -
Cover' lttert e

.

%-,. . ._ . :. -.. , . ,.-.. -... .

-- Irrifts -cow" of the- reipbrt upan -Mr ret6acch activities'
". in BraiiI during the summer of 1974 is the result of

.
.. tilt .thikpie ,Erpportiaati-es.- wiii.'Ch the Indiv.idaali zed

Program of the tat iVer s i t y -maile-possible for.me .
- --- . ., tt is subMitted. to yOlr with ;greaf-personal .gratitude,..-

as i found mY' un....deigraduate studies to-be enormously
(----.

:s,atisf$fing and rewardingt.. ... . .

.. ,

. . ' .
. . 0

d- M: ....The special aca e ?.c -programs offered by the University
.. of Yenne4see _granted me' the-acaderniC freedom to. educate ,

.. :,MYSelf.abput the social. issues for which .1 felt 'die.... ,..___ ... .
deepest conce-in and. inteiesi . The Individlial i zed

or.which I. followed-both satisfied and ,stimulated...

1.-.-
.

.. by Intel leetual -curiosity% Not only- could I -be, creative
. . . .

4uring the course of my education but. I. ;gas alto .

-,reSponAbYe""for itS results. The reality bf being .,*

responsible for' my own educat i on- -even to the Point_ _.N. ,,.

,...,of deciding what courses to take, which professors ..
. -To york with, and whether or not to. attemp social

research in Brazil --definitely contributed to the serious-.
. "Moss and respect for learning with which I pursued

, .mY undergraduate .career..

I nun glad. that the' University of 'Tennessee has a, program
which is sentitiVe to the needs Of the 'individual, student,
and which- permits one to make oneltvown aeci sions
regarding how to pursue an education. KeePiup the
good work, and many thanks!"

. I'm sure you realize , I'm very' enthusiastic about the 4',

lips4



.--

potential of the Individualized-Program. If'you'would like
, .

more detailed information or_if I can be, of help in any way; \ %

please.let me knoW. Thank you.'

t

. .

1
1.
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NO! 6AYITIONAL PROGRAMS

Dr. Herman Spivey
UniVersity of Tennessee

A -

Dr. Otis Singletary, UniveisitY of Kentucky, has a saying.

thjat I like and that, is' relevant, "A tittle perfume won't hurt

.
you ..if you don't drink tqc; much of ii." 'llefore beginning,-

.

I might tell you'a_true4.0 life anecdote and later you'll

see thereleVance of it, hbpefully. One of the best'biographies

I'think I ever read is Litton'Strachey's biography'of Queen

,

Victoria. In,the last many page*.pf that biography Mr. Strachey

etails the numerous memories passingthrough
, the mind of the

. .

unconscioirs.queen,.auring.the-last two dais.mhto

t

she was dying:

. "rt serves as an, excellent review of:ter private\and public life. '-

. .,

.
'The London Times inits teviempf the book"had onesaitastic

......
... .

paragraph in it which said in effect, "This is-not-only 1:udicrOus,r
*

.
, ,

it's ridiculous. !low could Mr. Strachey know what patsed through 1

,- .
-. ...

the 'mind of th'e queen since slie was i ,staten a stae:ercoffia for the

..,

; last two days of her,life." Mr. Strachey responcled-with a
111
short

'letter, a terse lottet,to the London Tiflis saying, "Sit, if the

, ,

things Inentidned didn't pass through the mind of thedying ',;

queen, tfiey'are the'things that ought to haiie." I'm not sure

-

whatthetitle a4.0,gneo "critique means, but Ilun sure that

'..
.

.

. .

now days people want an after:lunch speech. to be no longer than
.. .

a Sunday morning serum: That...is At most 20 minutes, preferably .

, .

-only 15, In assigning me this nondescriptive.a0b*guouS title,
L

.

.
, e .

.----1.qcritique",:Vice
OiesidiktYeaver with his.typical generosity

., . . .

..

,

And graciousness was, trying. to leave me free, I have 'decided,

. -
., . %.1106::
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to say'whatever I wanted to §ay about nontraditional learning,

which, in any case, is what I'm going to do. Secretly, I suspect

Dr. W aver wanted me to come with a blank mind but an open mind

to- liSten perceptively to all the prograMs and while the rest

of yoV were eating lunch to draw together my discriminating

observations and the most significant things said about the *44,

subjects discussed at the conference, such as, rewarding faculty

for achievement in nontraditional learning; what was said about

the environmental outdoor education center which TCU operates .

at Center Hill; career opportunities in the Cumberland; the

mountain woodcraft shop near Cookeville: the cooperative effort

of humanists 7inna.Ahwest Tennesgee; Dr. Brown's provocative'

banquet address last/night, and aren't we lucky to have in such

0
a responsible positiOrtit this state a marr-

a
of such learning

and intellectual capabil+ty-as,thetwdidnikt4turt iha he

recei\led his doctorate at the University of Florida; about non-,

classroom learning experiences which Dr. Groetsinger described

a little.while ago; about cendgcting an apprenticeship program

and operating enginee about the full year program of experi.

mental learning by working With social and civic agencies which
q

.
./

our, friend from Tennessee/State d us about; the'self paced
.

.__,--'

audio - tutorial in mathematics which D. aps colt us about

just a few moments ago.. Incidentally, I, had 'expected to find

that this conference, as I have found that mostlirfessional

past
,

conferences' within the past couple of years, would get bogged

down in our.pronominal references to "his" or her" and it pleased

me a great deal that an obviously liberated person like Irene

107'
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Milisaps was will'ng to let "his" take the place of "h r' hrough-

e shows\that she is truly liberatP

wanting to go without lunch; however, and not being

able to that fast anyway, rhit upon the ingenious plan
.

of antici ting a week ago what you were going to say here in

Murfreesbor and recording in advance my reactions. Now,

it.'

I call upon yolfor one favor. Be just as imaginative as you Al.

can in trying to tecall that the following sixteen observations
74,

areiNetevant to wha% you actually said yesterday and today,

or ought to have said

I wish we could haiht had here every member of the state
4

legislature. They would hAye realized that higher education is,

not anemic. It's very'much Aive, kicking and audiciougly

4 .

daring and I thifk successfully., Illowing that it is much alive.,
4.
wrW

But, I must come to these sixteen observations about what you

said. Hear them, they are stated without elaboration, diTferent-

iation, or logical sequence, but numbered; so you can keep up

with them. I want you to keep,up with them. They reflect also

some of my current thoughts, attitudes, conjfttures, and prejudices,

related to nontraditio 1 learning.

, 1.'81 Within the pat decade I have grown increasingly
interested in innovativekpatterns of learning,
and increasingly appreciative of them by expressing

pleasure over the growing attention of nontraditional

ways of promoting learning. However, I do not

mean to disparage traditional ways, such as the

organized tlass for the full time residential,
student who learns through reading, writing,

listening,,tg: lectures by instructors,' and participating

in .discussions in and out of class. It is customary,

as you know,for missionaries. for the new patterns

of 'learning, to scorn traditional ways. I don't:

109



I 4o not share,for instance, the current contempt
fey-lectures by professqrs. I know that many
lectures are uninspiring and encourage passive,

'.Annclusively receptive attitudes on the part of
some students. On the other hind, I know that many
student discussions are chaotic, bull sessions as
unreflective, as they-are unstructured and super-
ficially impressionistic. I do nd! believe that
students know as much as professors do, as a.
rule, I prefer a combination of the Learned compact;
preferably, lively lectures and intellectual --
student discussions, both orally and in writing.
While our educatimal efforts are not as innovative
as they oughtto OF, this conference certainly

illustrateshow eXiraordinarily varied they are.
The one motif and theme of this conferences
variety. I welcome this growing dispositiatto
design and, to try out new learning arrangements
but I wish those of us trying tospromote'them,
would think, of all arrangements. For example,
I also likethe internal degree. We need both
to meet the lifeds of; different people in different
'circumstance7.

t '0,

e,

r

.3
There is an unnecessary tension between tra-
ditional patterns and nontraditional patterns.
Both are needed and to be scornful of either is
gnobbish, and sanctimonious. If's of the essence.
pf democracy to. be charitable' toward variety,
not to be tenacious of monolithic-structures And
procedures. As I said, oneof the most pleasing
and surprising impressions of this Obnference
is the variety of nontraditional patterns being-
tried out and it would appear successfully tried
,out throughout, state. One of the worst
dangers to pub higher education l_can think,
of is'to legisl a single educatibnal pattern
'for allstudents In 1973, a group of influential__,,
Florida legislat where I was working, got
excited over the stimulating Carnegie Commdssion
taamphlet,.which Iliked very, much and which I
reviewed on "Less Time, More Options", allittle-
book I' sure you have'read. The lektslature
attempted to ?ass a bill in the Florida legislature
requiring; all' of the nine public universities in 'As

11orl4m-toproilde for all students a 9 quarter
baccalaureate degree. Thank goodness.the legislation
was. modified.' While thi three academic year degree
is one desirible optiomi it would be actlamity . ,

I think, td force everyone into dtis.one pattern
alone.: Pople differ in need, ability, and'
aspiration. They need more options but tot
necessarily less. time. Tbe same year,..071,
another Carnegie Comifsiitin report,. _which you

.
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have read I imagine, entitled 'iTowird , a. Learning,
Society" made a reconinendationwhich I like better;
nalely, that the state attemPtto provide, "for
the educational opportunities adequate to the
diVergent needs of all the citi,zens .41. In education' al
endeavors on all levels,, as in Otherphases,,of . .

experience, variety is *the/spice of life, or to ;

quote a Much more -ancient maxim to the end, .."no
pleasure endures unseasoned by variety."
Incidentally, if you don't lEnow who .Said that,
it embarrasses me a little to tell you,tflat
it was a roman Slave totally uneducated in the
first, century before Christ . ,

2- The oth1 e4. Points, ire shorter than that- Infef-
That orreNas just something I Vail on my, Chest :
and needed to' get, off, and now- 1- feel 'better. -

I believe iii the learning valueof e'ollegeor .

the university a$" a geographic community,, such
as all cokleges and universities provide as a .

_

residential community. I believe ,'in the Value ', I

of full time devotion to' learning whether* -in
on-campus residents or in commuter students :'.f-

, In helping sociity continue. to:make such learn-',.,- ,

ing communities available howeVer, I do not :i 'ir:' .

think the residential academic community of
full time study is essential to. learning-, or is

,the only-land p,f learning that's valuable.
:What ',a ,perSon. knows ii mire important than where-,
he learned it as you" well know. In. other )vordS,' ':'.*

,'I believe. a Universiy 'is more than a geographic ',;--

commuriltjr. It, pleaSes Me 'to' firid increasing
evidenke of that2thirst 'for knowledge at all age "..

levils'And among all Vdcations and 'incr'easing ,,
ettent iaik an4 response to,,Parf time nonresidential 4.-.

patternSo liarning.May .thit 'trehd increase. , .. ...

. 1.
.

' All of usl,beed opportunities and.,tempiationl-
tok, 'contin* lealming. In fact, many 'hut not
current ful\l, time...college or ?university stud

.,, would be. be 'ter off 0,A:they worked,priaarily
.,eii 'Pearled 'e'condari;T or suppbrtively.

, % 1' .** ', :. ,. . o ,..
3... 1,, hope -owe ia the -United States ley.. 'bentinue tit

. .. . --, .

\ provi de' vari eti es of'I earn 4)g oppOrtin i t i ea .
,1r,14-e4E,Varieties of con.tiatied learriat.ckper,leries
-fa all -iategoriek of-'hiasin.",experiende. In 4 .. V . 1

...

nice li:ette Itrtiae which.:I hope you taw in,the ',
,- - -c S;turdzy ite v4 kw ' l ist s on tk, ept eaier '20 , .

' .

i., .

Lovewright: Of the . hit *r\natiOgal -COtgreSS of
Unlyetsity'Vult Education isqUated, "Witt4.;

. the'`Pait' ten, Yelirs iii., :t I United 'States. there,.
has 1)* ,a acktiettal;le' In Yease, both in the 7: k..

`:. : ',' -. ',. `.. 4.. :grit:, ... :-'',. - :'
.1-10 .' '.' '''.. ' . r (1.4

.
,. !,%

. ' N , - ' % : ..#
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opportunities- - .0for'continuarzand varied learning.-and
in. the public /response to. these opliortunities," -'-,,,- "_ - .

V; . ,. Abraham Carp of /the educatfonal :testing service in'
,7 -- -,a sampling survey founa 'that 3/4 of all American adults #

: -, say that they -are interested:in continuing learning- .4,
all of their- lives. Even the hotel and motel ,indUstry -.4. ^- .

has reacted to the groWth orinterest iii, continuf,ng. , -
:education. and has been reflecting this influence
in- the ,p1-iysibal design or'redesign of their...strtictures.;

. r;think''I observe ftirthermOte, ipereasfng attention
to sequential conferences or what one migtt 'call #

. : continuing education. fits ..teachers -and as. egUcaiiona
Einstitutions, 'we: hale: not giver' enough atbention-to ' *

4.

,, the qpportunities and ttre' value-9.f increasing and -

integSiying the desi,tto learn: Perhaps this is -

the next big frontier. in the peychology of learang. .

-Mot'ivation, :about hich we know a intdsr 'noth.i4, ; . ,.

-3'

0-4-, -

Clarence Phelps Used to szfY that education should not
...%., be conten to respond tip: felt -needs. It should 'create

. _ : felt needs . l th illk so tbo,. don't ,you? . liouldn ' f : .
;,,a:- .', it be :good if.- everybody always wanted4auid wi's alvCays...

. . . V , -seek mg Moieinowledge_o(understaiikilig and' more
.."-'- ; -, wisclom. ', ..j -' . :

t
. .

f ,,.
I/ ,

. - \ 0 ..i F 4: I.-do no, agrees however, 4irth Abrahm Carp of the."L..; ..... .
-. ... -EilucatXt.naf Testing Service,.- that- Rost people' are ,. ' interest onto(' in the urititariap aspects Of learning.

I don 't - 6e 1 i eve it. My '-obse,r,vatiOniin recent. yearl
'undb'rlittes that:,,conclusibp: Inthe Communities

u
, ,.

,.. . ,where 1 ha* whrked di 'past ten yeir,s titere'g,: ..
.

pronounced
, ,/s been a ,pronounced expiniiott'Or bath Aiti.litarian 'and

, min utilitkri-an learnint-opp'ortii: tiies and peoP107 '
4, response to. it. 'Thivis.enpoui4414.and It should

, .

be encauragid,, I, think: After 'al,.. learning is rootit '," exclusively' dr. for; tliat ,Malt*i.ev.en,pr,irgarily. for the"
.... purpose.. of.helpirlg,:us make';,4 liviiig but fOrhelping , ...-

. us to. live kore, deeply and,Thore'broadly, more humanfy,..
internally as well as eiternakiy. :Learniag, of course,MP

7 ..
as eVerYbilaY khOws, affects the quality of living,. `"-- .'

, : ) . i think Welk all ,belive that the expansion of one's
.

$ intellectual' and.em9 nal_ awareness contribute -

_ ,as- much to the quality f an iridividual's.life as .*
.. '-'." the expansion.of vocati al skills. The English -

-. .. ,

.1 . teacher. has trouble with; his verbs and subjects.. e
1 .

,.. otcasional ly. Thki is one Treason why I applaud the '
, Vanarii-tyof those university boards that have made- .- -

it, Obssibli for people otter 65 to take college Or %

:. .., university courses.without fees under. certain conditions
_breause learning is a Pleasurable and humane 'exercise
even' after retirement, as well. as before. Ilm aware ', ",.

, of a selfish biai or conflict of interest in applauding

*
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this trend. I do not mean to emphasize leerning for //'
4Ad'people above the more important -learning of younger
people, but only to stress the lifelong/pleasure and .

value of-learning and to applaud that Society which

makes possible the maximum opportunit7 for adult,/

learning and therefore contributes' improving ,the

.quality of life and I am.ver'.prou4that my adopted -

state of Tennessee is inthe' foref ont.
t /

S. These get shorter and skorter as you go. i/even like

epee of the far out experiments being tried' nowadays
indelto some being proposed a subjects to.be tried

simply because they increase rndividual .motivation
for learning. And that's wh I'm interested in.

' And, also, they expand the Iearning challenge and
opportunity ,to the total learning society. Unlimited

by ate, place, or economic/ condition tending to make
the general public one gi at learning society. To

. mention one extreme prop sal for instance I should like.
very much to see the tin ted States develop a video

university of the comp ehensive scope described by
Alexander Mbde in'a C rnegiettommission report two
years ago, which he c lled.the Future of Higher
EduCation'in,.Chapt r 4. . Incidentally, while I'm

enthusiastic about hat proposal in Chapter 4, I don't

like most of his her suggestions. And I resent his ,

cynical disrespect for all traditional patterns of
'learning, but I like that one. if we had a video

university of that scope and that accessibilXy, and
Wwe'had rental cassette libraries of the scope and
14tion by Dr.iMode I think I would buy and use a
IV. set equipped to play video cassettes.. If the
price were right, so would millions of others.

Incidentally,I guess you 'wonder'how I anticipated
all of that before I ever got here. I am excited

over this magnificent learning resources center and

would be willing myself to pay $S more in taxes every
year for the rest of my life to make possible a
like facility &Leach of our campuses. If every other

=hi in this state would, wecould build and equip
campus m center klmost as good as this.

, .

6. To cite another extreme modificatiOn'of t he existing
program options of higher education, I thinfOI
could be comfortable with many high school graduates

. deciding to attend college full time only one year or
two /ears and extending the rest of their learning.

Arier a lifetime of working and learning.I.
don't know Whether the peOple on the left side of the

Tools can see that I'm bujiding up this pile over here' on

the right, right along and diminishing this on the left.
. A-

.

p.

I

-
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Do you know the little-poem that Charlie has heard
meiquote by Morris Bishop, he calls it "sines Written
in;Fifth Row Center" and I'm sure that women sitting
Dn either side of him have their feet all tuck
out in the passageway. Anyhow, he says, "Of all the
finds of lectures, the lecturer I most, detest is he
ivho finishes a page and puts it behind the rest.
I much prefer the lecturer who takes the pageS as-he
finishes and puts them on a mounting pile as the original
pile diminishes." And then he has the audacity to say,
"But best of all, the lecturer whogets his papers all
in confusion and prematurely lets escape the,,Arumpet
phrase, and in conclusion.." Well,'I'm headinfor
the conclusion mySelf, but I haven't gotten any4ng
confused yet.

7. This is a very important one. It'san audacious one.
An innovative educational plan which has been in limited
use for many years deserves very much wider use for
both financial and ed6cational reasons-I think: I'm
referring to the -full time work alternating with,,full

time study, popularly called the Co-Op plan and then
another.variation I'll speak of later-.-___At present,
with only a few exceptions, this plan is in use almost
entirely for those students interested in engineeritg
or business. Whereas, it-could be, and in a few
-instances, has been used successfully_for students
with any educational and vocational objective. A
A different but related form of alternating full time
work with full time study 4s what is generally called ,

the ,interimterm which you know about and which you
may have at your campus. The interim term of the
academic calendar used to promoteeither work or
independent study during that interim term or as you
know, travel.- .F should like-to tee this interim
term modified so that the interim term of at least a
month would come in the mid-winter say'from late
December to late January, during which.the student .

could have any of several options: 1) He could work,
if he'could find work during all or part of this period.
2) He Could work and combine that with reading an
,thinking and writing about the work experience under :
evaldated'supervision could carry some academic credit
toward baccalaureate requirements, 3) As another
alternative, he Could travel or vacation for those
that wish to use this option. This calendar, if
Coupled with an expanded Co-Op prograi wogld have
several educational and financial benefits for the
participants. First, it would help some students
finance their college oruniversity expenses.. Second,
and more important, it would help. them toward expanded
awareness,eaccelepted maturity, and increase motivation
becauie of their personal and-responsible involvement .

in the workaday world. Third,-it would increase their

114 .
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-mmployment opportunities upon completion of baccalaureate

requirements. Fourth, of no.insignificant consequence in

these austere days,of keeping educational institutions

financially afloat, colleges and universities on the

expanded mid-winter term Could reduce by 80% or more

the institutiona utilities costs for this cold five weeks

or so. It costs a large university like the one
where I'm working now in utilities more than $10,000

a day to keep all classrooms and residence halls

appropriately operating. You can readily calculate

--how many dollars can, be saved for other educational

./ .'investments if we could haVe students working elsewhere

during this month. Neither of these plans though .

would be worth undertaking if it lowered educational /-"8%
efficiency, but I'm arguingfasyou see, that such a
plan would improve education in.the broadest sense
of that term for participating students. I should like

to see very many more of our colleges-and univers'' ties

provide vigorousl7 promoted and supervised, expanded
Co-Op opportunities, and also, I would like to see 1

many if not all colleges and universities operate

on a calendar allowing at least ,a month interim term

in the winter with several options open to the students.

We could cut costs by doing so and at the same time

improve the understanding, the maturing, and the
employment opportunities of our students. .

8. Another far out endeavor which /-like is the cooperative

mixed media-learning arrangement in which several'of our

--midwestern states are collaboratively'endeayoring.
Nebraska., Kansas, Iowa, and Missouri, are orating in

this. tiis complex and large scale effort is administered
by an administrative unit which they have set up and

which they call the-University of Mid-America. L,

believe that the Ford Foundation is investing some
money in this program. The pattern attempts to

coordinate and to develop the contributions of community

colleges, libraries, learning centers, and university

extension centers. I want to watch what comes out of

this.
s

9. My guess is that the use/of video cassettes as an aid

or means to adult learning will multiply faster than

ever in the dedade ahead. Here's hoping that both

the hardware and the software for such may become less
expensive so that their use may become more extensive.
No doubt we shallbe seeing increasing use of video
-cassettes', cable T.V. and.many other technological'
aids. to learning, but'some of these-need the encouragement
and aid of thoie of us engaged primarily in education

and not just the commercial companies., We should not

depend on commercial firms or even give the leadership

11S
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10. I have changed my mind within the past two decades
about accepting away from campus experiences of great
variety as part of the requirements for a recognized
degree., I now feel friendly toward this practice'
but only if the activities- are planned, intellectually
based, recurringly evaluit'ed and supervised. I agree
with the 1970, Carnegie Commission recommendation in
its report that I refered to earlier called, '"toward .

a Learning Society", that colleges and universities
"resist pressures to grant degree credit for those
activities and experiences that are not clearly
planned ,as a part of an academic learning program
deSigned to meet the educational' goals recognized by t

theedegrees that are offered." I agree with Professor
DeMaunt of Amherst that effective adult education
programs "need firm intellectual and philosophical
underpenning" and I have some reason tofear that they
don't always have it.

11. . I'm counseled by the recognition that, "Adults are
going to do what they want to do, not what you think
they ought to do" to quote David Rowell.e-I wish,,
this were notso, if it is so, because Ildon't think
most people, especially college age groups, knoW what's
best for them. A person has to learn something some-
times before he detects how illuminating, interesting,_
and helpful that knowledge really is. I know that
'knowledge and understanding are not synonymouS but
I also know that you don.:t understand what you don't
know anything about. You may talk as I
do, but you don't understand it. I read' statement
from an educational psychologist who said people
learn only what they're interested in. I_ doh'; believe
it. People are Often interested in what theY 'team
after they reapl it.

12. I should like"to ;ee a whole lot more mutual interaction ,

between community college and senior college teachers.
Each learning from the'other, there's relatively
little of it now.

13. You see, I'm getting along fast now. One type of
continuing education which I wish there were more of
and more sophisticated and learned examples is the
continuing,education of policy lev61 leaders in
government in the professions, and in business,:
generally.

14. -At present we publicly do not have and certainly we
'do not use eloquent means.ofevaluating our growing ,

efforts in continuing education or in social programs
generally, both as individual activities and as aggregate
activities. I read a great manytegeardh studies of_,
.continuing education which prqiide statistics on size;

- variety, and individual- preference, but I.have seen

Y.
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very little that attempts a rigorolis assessment of

the effectiveness of it. I think educational testing

Services are now trying-to develop some additional
meansof assisting nontraditional programs and I
understand they have 180 institutions as laboratqry
specimens with which to work.

, 15. Whatever be the pattern of learning for young people
under 25, and also for people over the infamous

age of 30, I hope and believe that society will provide
innumerable incentives and facilities for continued
lifelong learning and that increasing numberi of people
will respond as they have.been doing in recent years.

16. Finally. I find a growing personal satisfaction in
one supposedly reliable conclusion of recent social

science research. ,Irvin Lorge, William Owens, Don

Charles, Abraham Clark, Richard Peterson, Pamela

Ralph,,and a number of other :reputable behavioral,

0 scientists say,"learning for reasons of knowledge

does not decline appreciab.y with ageoy tocontinue
another quotation, "scientific studies of learning
ability indicate that.there is nothing inherent

in the aging lorocpss itself that impairs. ability." I

plan'to have thpie words painted in deep black letters

in the form of a motto which I can put above my
:study desk at home. I think howeyer, that I should

omit the last half of this sentence from relent
research which says, "Slow speed and weakened sensory

accuities among the aging" I don't need a research

repOrt to tell me that. You did all these things

that I said you didi.didn't you? Please say yes.

S
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CLOSING

Dr. Charles Weaver
University of Tihnessee

We've drawn straws up here.and I believe that it has been

decided that I will terminate the conference. _I think it's been

a tremendous thing, and I want to congratulate the University`

of Tennessee at Martin amp iddle Tennessee State University for such

:a,wonderfulendeavor. Dr. Spivey, thanyou again for being ,'

with us.

'
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t.
EVALUATIpN

The participants were Wed to evaluate the conference by responding to

'ten statements. Two statements. concerned the length of sessions and how the
,

participants learned about the conference and are not included lin the evaluar-

tion. Eight of the items composed a five point Likert-scale with a score of

five representing the most positive,response and a, score of one representing

the most negative response. (See Appendix A.)

The respondents were grouped into four categories comprising (1) Central'

Administration, (2) Academic Administration, (3) Continuing Education AdMinis-

\
tration, and (4) FahuTty:MemberS. The responses to individual items and mean

scores for each group are reported in Table I.

Place %Table I about here.

-.

While no further statistical analysis to determine-_significant differences

were considered appropriate, it is easilyObservable from mearyscoresthat

Central Administration gaVe the highest rating and Faculty Member's gave'the

lowest. .Continuing Education Administration and.Academic Administration gave

the conference approximately equal ratings, with -averages of 4:2 and"4.1

respectively.

Additional, comments supplied onthe, evaluation'form giVe insight into the

differences in thejltings of these group,S,-,Faculty members were more con,

cerned about nontraditiOnal teaching'approaCheS while administration were-more o

concerned abotit nontraditional deliVery.techniques. Arranatysis of program

conient4Sicahs that, indeed,-primary emphasis ims_plated on nontraditional

wayi of developing new Pro airs and delivering them to"new students- than vas-

_Placed on innovations in the instructional process itself. This concern is
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TABLE I

WEIGHTED SCORES AND MEANS
'FOR FOUR RESPONDENT'GROUpS,

Central Administration

Weighted Scores

r

Academic Administration

Weighted Scores

Item 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 "f 2

1 2 1 1 0 O. 4.3 13 5 2

2 1 2 1 0 0 4.0 6 ,6 1 1

3 1 2000 4.3 4 8 3 4

4 2 2 .0 0 0 4.5 11. 7 '1 2

5 1 1 2 0 0 3.8' 3 9 .4 2

6 1 3 0 ' 0 10- 4.3 .13- 6 Y 1

7 3 1 0 0 4.8 17 0 0

8 3 1 0 . 0 0 4.8 16 3 0 0..

4.4

Continuing Education Administration

Weighted Scores

Item

1

2

3

4

5

6 -

7..

: 8

5 4 3 , -2 I

4 4 0 0 .0 '4.5

2 2. 0 2 1 3.3

4 O. 0 3 e 1 3.4

2 6 '0 0 0 4.3

2 5°' 1 0 0 4*. I

5 .3 :0 0 0 . 4.6

6.. 4 1 .0 0 4.6

% 3 0 0' 0 4.6.

4.2

119.

:

Faculty Members

Weighted Scores

4. .3 2

2 0
.
0

41:

1

2 0 0 1

0 %: 1 0

0.. I 0- 1-

0 0. 0 1

0 0 2

a 0 0

2 1 0

1 X.

1

5

4

0

3

0

0

1

4.4

3:2

4.3.

3.3

4.5

4.8

4.7

4.1

1

0

0

3

1:5

3

2.7

4 :7-

3,7/. Grand mean = 4:1..
,
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well-noted,.and ha$ important implications for planritng.future programs of .

. , .
. ,.

',., .

- .. .. . - .

this type. .

.

, .. .

. -

An evaluation ofthe'indikidualitems is wery.encouragin.g. The overall ..

.

.
.

.

average was 4.1 placingthe.value assfgned to the'Symposium on'the p6titive end .

oftlie $61e. 40%parti?tli,;.r interest were the 1.esponses to items' 6,'7, and b.

/Along with Item 1, 'indicatingthat the 4tima-of year was appropriate, these
.

'

item ceived the highett;Marks On the scale: It is clear that the partici-

pants c lisidered-nontradittohat learning to; be very relevant tohigher.education,

thai 0e/ moaldlike more information-on the sObject, and would attend other.
:

meetings relating to.nohtraditiOnalTrograpis.
,

In addition to respondingto:the scale, the attendees were askedsto give
. ,

(1) the greatest 0Mell stee*ths Othe.sympoSium,.(2) the Oeatest overall

weaknesses of the symposium, and (3),make additional comments. ;While ail

statements could not'be given in toto,gene ic statements have been develdped:,

,which are representative of each class ication of theespnses -;

2-TWeateS-t Overall Strengths

r. This meeting gave recognition to new modesof learning and emphasized '

how much And how little is being done in yaribu9reaS.

*,

g

2. Educators were brought togelher frOili across the stateanegiven an

opportunity to exchange informaith--ondifftrerrograms.

3. Institutionsof Higher Education from both systems were'united for the

'first time in a comm.% cause.

4. 'Thebooths provided an excellent medns of- sharing information.'

5..-1 he endorsemegtsbf.:President BolIng and Chancellor-Nicks gives. hope.:.
.

for success in the future. ,

The variety of programs 'presented made-this peeting,WY interestingand.

provided A dramitic manifestation of the
Educatioh. .

7. Many speak ,einade ou-Wanding kesentattOns, cited' for excellence were:

Dr.'s S. ey. Brown; Qgilvie, Groetziogeroud Jacobson.:
,

%*

meeting was-wel1;01aghed and an 'appropriate Settingt.tht-new

Learning Resources Center,rand:exeellentmeals-were provided

121 120 -
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Greatest Overall Weaknesses

1.. Too much time was spent on the "'witty-gritty" of specific programs
. instead of addressing the broad philosOphical questions -of nontraditional
education such,at issues, consequences', impact, evaluation; finance, etc.

2.. The topics were mimed' more at administrators than teachers. More time
should have' been spent in the "how" of the teaching-learning process
instead of the "environment" of nontraditional TrOgrams...

3. There watoo much "lecture" time in the general`-assemb4. Nontraditional
subjepts were presented in traditional ways.

'4., Some speakers litked enthusiasm, had poor audience eye-contact,'and
inadequate audio-visuals.

5. The meeting conflicted with THEC budget hearings and parking was a problem.

6. There shoyld have been some small group sessions with organizethnteraction
by participants.

Additional Comments,'

, 1. Hopefully,this will be the first meeting of an annual series with locations
rotated and subject matter varied to include other matters related to.non-

.,

, traditional education.

2. The audience Should include-legislators and'other selected citizens.

3. We need "nuts and bolts" bow-to-do-it sessions organized around specific
teaching areas.

4, The prog4.-am should be .more competitive 'and dravi spiakers and .programs
. from throughout the. Southeast from public and,private institutions.

1.

5. Dealt too much with the machine'ry of nontraditional educatfon. and not
1 enough with defining what it is, whd are the students; what is the cost,

and'what is the relationship between the traditional and nontraditional:

6. The emphasis was too much on continuing education and not enough'on
academic classroom innovations.

7. "Congratulationsf"-thermeeting ryas well conceived and'planned and should
be'repeated each year with efforts tade.to attract a wider audience and
should includetSopics such. as.marketing,public:information, planning
strategiest,and evaluation.

.

8. "I wasted my time ,and. money, 'the displays were pure 'public relations,'
and _there wasylot adequateontrol during breaks.. Pebple came in late'
'and disrupted .the

. . . .
5

'4.

9. 'The presentors shoul,d make use of multimedia, the material should'be
smallet'groups of s ocial interest, agsf should be'les.

"traditional."' /

1 21
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10. We need to look more closely a topics.sOch as: (1) Experimental Le rning;

-(2) Team-Teaching; (3) Contra t Degrees and Interdisciplinary Cour es;

(4) Who is the Nontraditional Student in Terms of Age, Race, Sex, ncome,

Purposes, Goals,-Ability? ( What is the Responsibility of a University

Concerning Certification? ( ) What is the Relative Cost of-Nontraditional

Education? Are There Cost :enefits?

,-4
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APPENOIX A

7

The/following statements are intended to provide
overall program.

411

The .time of the year for the Symposium
'

.

The program format provided sufficient
participation.

..,& .8

an evaluation

was, abouy..lright..

Op'porttini ty 'tor. auiri ence.

of the

3. The progripm content was tuffiCiently varied to' cover a wide-range

of interest.

4. -The booths and displays

5. The Syniposium helped to

use in my work.

7.

provided information.

develop new ideas and concepts which I an

, ,

I would like to see other programs on issues,rlelated to Nontraditional
e8rntng.,

.
,

a ...

I would like to receive information*on existing Nontraditional programs
and future developments throughout the state..

8. The purposes and objectives' of the, yMposium are relevant to higher

education. 6

.
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